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ster Services
e Planned At
e Churches
gden Memorial To
ove Sunrise Ceremony;
pedal Music To Fea-
re Observance
inceton churches will ob-
•e Easter with special 
music
sermons Sunday morning,
ered around phases of Holy
k, it was announced by local
' ers this week.
special Good FrMay servien
be held at the Cumberland
byterian Church at 7:30 o'-
k, at which Holy Corn-
ion will be observed, with
pastor, the Rev. J. P. Bright,
king on "The Cross and
dice." A series of revival
ices will begin at this church
day, continuing through the
k with services each night
:30 o'clock.
Easter Sunrise service will
held at 7 o'clock Sunday
ing at Ogden Memorial
odist Church, with the choir
'shine special Easter music
the pastor, the Rev. J. Les-
McGee, preaching an appro-
te Sunrise message. Charles
tenor, will sing "Sunrise
orrow." The public is cordi-
invited to attend this
ice.
er Easter services at this
h will include the Church
ool at 9:45 o'clock Sunday
lag and the regular Easter
M service, at 10:55 o'clock.
Easter-Egg Hunt, under
tion of Mrs. C. H. Jaggers,
be given for children on the
h lawn Friday afternoon.
• Communion will be obser-
at the church tonight, from
til 9 o'clock.
h Mass will be held at 9
k Sunday morning at St.
's Catholic Church, with
' 1 Easter music.
Sr services morning and
t will be held at the First
' Church, it was announc-
with the pastor, the Rev. H.
M. Hailer, delivering both
ma
v. A. J. Russell, Murray,
serve as supply minister at
First Christian Church at the
lar Sunday morning service.
ial music will be furnished
the choir. No service will be
that night.
e annual Sunrise Easter
.ce at Butler High School
'tun, which has been held
last several years, with the
tion of last year, will not
held this year, it has been
red.
00 Donated In
ncer Campaign
omen Distribute Edu-
tional Tracts In
hools, Factories
e Woman's Field Army
sign, in progress to fight
er, was reported Tuesday
rs. F. K. Wylie, chairman,
snore than half through the
e in this county, with ap-
imately $700 collected.
. Wylie said literature has
distributed in the Princeton
'Is and factories this week,
gh donations had not been
ted in these places. Several
hers of the committee went
edonla, Wednesday to as-
Mrs. Gwerdil Baker, in
cc of the campaign there.
report ha been made to
of the house-to-house can-
here made by women of
committee, and donations
come largely from civic
izations. The campaign will
April 30, and the county's
is $1,000,
M. Stone, Jr., Sic, N. Her-
street: William H. Shoate,
3c, Route 2, and George
Holt, Princeton, were
Kentucky men discharged
the naval service at Great
111, last week.
New Minister Will
Open Revival Sunday
Rev. J. B. Bright
Rev. J. P. Bright, new pas-
tor of the Cumberland Presby-
trian Church, will begin a
revival there Sunday Morning
which will continue through-
out the week, with night
services beginning At 7:30
o'clock, he announced this
week. Rev. and Mrs. Bright
moved here from Alabama
this week.
Stevens Released
By Welfare Dept.
Local District Office
Abolished In Move
For Economy
The Princeton district office of
the State Department of Welfare,
of which Roy Stevens has been
the head since September 1936,
has been abolished and the work
of counties formerly handled
here has been absorbed by other
district offices and field super-
visors, it was learned this week.
Eight district supervisors,
among which Mr. Stevens was
one, were released in a move to
effect necessary economics in
administration of the State Wel-
fare work, Aaron Paul, director
of Public Assistance, said.
Mrs. Katie Mititride an Mrs.
Noel Drennon, field workers in
the Welfare office here, are not
affected by the recent reduction
of personnel and the Caldwell
County Welfare office will re-
main in its present location, first
floor of the courthouse.
Mr. Stevens said he expected
to resume his former employ-
ment with the Illinois Central
Railroad in the near future.
Hospital Incorporators
To Meet Friday Night
Incorporators of the new
Princeton hospital, chosen at a
meeting of representatives of
organizations of the community
last Thursday night, have been
called to meet Friday night,
April 19, at 7:30 o'clock, at the
First National Bank, Thos. J.
Simmons, chairman of the hos-
pital committee, said. The incor-
porators are: N. B. Cameron,
Judge Clyde 0. Wood, William
L. Jones, Thos. J. Simmons, Ro-
bert S. Jacob, Alton Templeton,
Grayson Harrelson, Henry Sevi-
son, Clyde Kercheval, George 0.
Eldred, G. M. Pedley, Howard
York, J. B. Lester and Dr. J. J.
Rosenthal
Junior Class Play
Set For Friday Night
The Junior Class of Butler
High School will present its
play, "No Foolin," a three-act
enmedy, at the school auditorium
Friday night, April 19. The girls'
trio, mixed quartet and male
quartet will present selections
between acts, and a home-made
cake will be given away at the
end of the second act to a person
in the audience holding a lucky
number. The public is cordially
invited.
Initiated At Murray,
Dorothy Lee Asher, Princeton,
was among the 12 new mem-
bers initiated into El Nopal,
Spanish Club at Murray State
College recently.
..................................................
.................
ubscript ion Notice . .
Examine the label on your Leader today. If you find the
iration date "Mar 48" or "Apr 48," won't you please make
angements to renew it as soon as convenient?
The Publisher is always reluctant to taxe any name off
Leader's mailing list, but postal laws and regulations
mail.
not Permit ielinquent subscriptions to be sent through
S° again, may we remind you to stop in and renew your
r lithe time expires in either March or April. March
tions will be taken off the list if not renewed by
15.
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Capacity Crowds
Hear Top Speakers
At BTU Sessions
Marion Girl Wins State
Sword Drill; 1947 Con-
vention Goes To
Newport
Registration at the State Bap-
tist Training Union convention,
concluded last Friday under very
successful auspices, reached the
total of 1310, with 810 out-of-
town,. delegates; J2 out-of-state,
and 488 local registrants, an of-
ficial check this week showed.
The convention was declared by
leaders to have been one of the
best in the 50 years' life of the
BTU. The 1947 convention will
be held in Newport.
Dr. J. W. (Bill) Marshall, sec-
retary of Missionary Personnel
for the Foreign Mission Board,
Richmond, Va., flew from Wash-
ington to deliver the principal
address at the closing session
Friday night. His message won
high commendation from the
overflow crowd which filled the
large host church to capacity.
An overflow crowd also attend-
ed Thursday night's session, with
chairs placed in all available
space.
Rev. Harold Tallant, pastor of
the First Baptist Church at Lan-
don. Ky., was elected president,
succeeding the Rev. A. L. Gil-
lespie.
Eight young persons partici-
pated in the State Junior Mem-
ory Work drill and six of these
made perfect scores. The con-
vention voted to send all six to
the Clear Creek Baptist Camp,
near Pineville, this summer.
Miss Bobby Jean Brent, Mar-
ion, won over seven other con-
testants in the State Intermed-
iate Sword Drill and will go to
the Ridgecrest Baptist Assembly,
Ridgecrest, N. C., to participate
in the South-wide contest in
July.
Miss Roselle Daniels, Newport,
was winner of the State Young
People's Speakers toeenament,
and she will also go to Ridge-
crest to take part in the South-
wide contest.
The visiting Baptists came by
train, bus, private cars and planes
to the convention and a major-
ity of homes here had guests for
the event, one of the largest
gatherings ever held in Princeton.
Three Caldwell Men Are
Discharged From Navy
Jesse C. Baker, CK2C, Fre-
donia; Paul Dunbar (n) ETM1C,
Route 5, and Wylie Edward
Jones, AETM3C, S. Jefferson
street, were honorably dischar-
ged from the naval service at
Great Lakes, Ill., last week-end.
Sims Says MacArthur
Is Doing Splendid Job,
Nazi Trial "Comic Opera"
John Earl Sims, a lieutenant
commander in the Navy 4 years,
was guest speaker at Wednes-
day's meeting of the Kiwards
Club. He said General MacAr-
thur is doing an excellent job
of "breaking the eggs" which
hatched the ideology in Japan
responsible for the war but that
the "Comic Opera" trial of lead-
ing war criminals in Germany
and the entire handling of that
defeated nation is not being
handled well. He said the Ser-
mon on the Mount should have
been enunciated as the policy of
United Nations at the first meet-
ing in San Francisco.
Old Fiddlers' Contest
Here Saturday Night
An old fiddler's contest,
sponsored by Princeton Jun-
ior Chamber of Commerce,
will be held at Butler Audi-
torium Saturday night, April
20, at 8 o'clock. The contest
is open to residents of Cald-
well and adjoining counties
and $75 in prize money will
be awarded. Persons interest-
ed in entering the contest
are requested to be at the
Butler High School auditor-
ium by 6:30 o'clock Saturday
night.
Tobacco Festival
Gives To Hospital
All Assets Of Civic
Corporation Donated
To New Project
A gift of all assets of the
fund was voted unanimously by
the board of directors of the
Princeton Tobacco Festival cor-
poration to the new hospital
organization at a meeting last
Friday night. The gift will
amount to slightly more than
$2,000.
Assets include 19 War Bonds
of the $100 demonination, Merle
Drain, president of the Festival
corporation, said. Other assets
are a loud speaker system, forms
and platforms for box seating
arrangements, and other appur-
tenances bought during the life
and activities of the corporation,
Mr. Drain said.
Members of the Tobacco Fes-
tival board are Dr. F. T. Linton,
secretary; Thos. J. Simmons, R.
S. Gregory, Billy McConnell,
Mrs. Ray Martin, Mrs. C. H. Jag-
gers, William Jones and Leonard
Groom.
John Yandell Takes
Cadiz Marshal Post
John Yandell, for the last 2
years a member of the State
Highway Patrol with headquar-
ters in Princeben, r
cently and Monday accepted the
position as town marshal at
Cadiz, working on the daytime
shift, it was learned at the
sheriff's office here Tuesday.
Christian Church
Gets New Pastor
Rev. Tom Collins, Transyl-
vania Graduate, Accepts
Local Call
Rev. Tom Collins, graduate of
Western State Teachers College,
Bowling Green, and the College
of the Bible, Translyvania, Lex-
ington, for the last 4 years pas-
tor of the Christian Church at
Williamsburg, Ky., has accepted
a call to the First Christian
Church here, J. F. Graham, chair-
man of the church board, an-
nounced this week.
Mrs. Collins, the former Betsy
Smith, of Shelbyville, who was
Stete Youth director for the
Christian churches of Kentucky
several years, has attended the
Christian church camps at Kut-
tawa Mineral Springs and is well
known to Princeton boys and
girls who have gone to those
camps, is expected to work with
the young people of the church
here.
Rev. and Mrs. Collins will come
to Princeton early in June, and
he will assume the local pastorate
about June 10, Mr. Graham said.
BUTLER CONTESTANTS IN MURRAY GROUP
Above are pictured high school pupils who ::ompeted in the speech division of the annual fes-
tival at Murray State College recently. Ten from Butler high are included: Front row, center:
Carolyn Croft, David Alexander and John S. Armstrong; second row, center, Rosie Beck; third row,
Doris Hayes; back row, Mrs. Roy Towery; Jo Ann Pickering, Dottie Dean and Betty Jo Linton,
next to top row, center. Third row from top, left, Mrs Lucile Armstrong. Clara White, Rose
Mitchell Randolph.
Jo Ann Pickering was rated superior on interpretive prose reading. Dottie Deen, excellent, on
dramatic interpretation; Rose Mitchell Randolph, excellent in dramatic monologue; John Smith
Armstrong, excellent in interpretive prose and David Alexander, excellent in poetry reading.
Clara White, oratorical declamation; Betty Jo Linton, radio speaking; Carolyn Croft, interpre-
tive prose, and Rose Beck, discussion, received ratings of good,
Girls Will Sell
Tags Saturday
Crippled Childrens'
Drive, To End Easter,
$400 More Needed
The annual Easter Seal Cam-
paign, conducted by the county
with Dr. J. J. Rosenthal as chair-
man, had obtained approximately
$400, half of the county's quota
for crippled children.
Down-town solicitation is being
conducted by John E. Young,
Homer Brown, Joe McMican, C.
J. White, Merle Drain and Hil-
lery Barnett; Eastside School,
Miss Bllouise Jones; Butler High,
Mrs. Frank Craig, assisted by
Mrs. J. D!'ideicarider; Princeton
Hosiery Mills, Walter Varble;
Kentucky Whip and Collar Co.,
Howard E. Day, and Cumber-
land Mfg. Co., C. C. Bishop.
Butler High School, under su-
pervision of Mrs Frank Craig,
will conduct pre-Eager "Tag-
Day" sales here Saturday, Dr.
Rosenthal said, — 0E7
Futmans Leave To Make
Their Home At Atlanta
Col. and Mrs. R. L. Putman
left Monday for Atlanta, Ga.,
where he recently was assigned
by the Veterans Administration,
following 5 years of active ser-
vice in the Army. During the 18
months he served overseas, Mrs.
Putman made her home on
Highland Avenue here.
Sportsmen's Club Will
Have Meeting Tonight
The Caldwell County Sports-
men's Club will have an impor-
tant meeting in the basement of
the K. U. building here tonight
at 7:30 o'clock, Robert S. Jacob,
president, announced this week.
All members are urged to be
present.
Gets Army Discharge
After 40 Months' Service
Chester Word, son of Mr. and
Mrs. E. C. Word, Princeton, was
honorably discharged at Camp
Atterbury, Ind., March 19, and
Is at home with his parents after
serving 40 months in the Army.
Roberts, Vinson, Neal
Elected Supervisors Of
Conservation District
Donald Roberts, Ancil Vinson
and James G. Neal were elected
members of the Board of Super-
visors for the Caldwell County
Soil Conservation District at an
election held Saturday, April 13,
Curtis E. George, polling super-
intendent of the election, an-
nounced this week. The other
two members of the Board of
Supervisors are Porter M. Sell
and W. P. Oldham.
Scouts Offered
Broadbent Jobs
Plans For Summer Camps
For Boys Outlined
By Council
Jobs de-tasseling hybrid corn
in June and July have been of-
fered Boy Scouts of the Three
Rivers District on the farm of
Smith Broadbent, Jr., Trigg
county, W. D. Armstrong, chair-
man of the Scouts' camping and
activities committee, said Tues-
day night. Adult Scouters at-
tending the April meeting of the
District Council at Eddyville
declined to sponsor Mr. Broad-
bent's proposal as a Scout pro-
ject but said the matter might
be put before each troop for de-
cision of the boys.
Plans for the annual Boy
Scout financial campaign, to be
held in May, were outlined by
W. C. Sparks, finance chairman
for the district. Mr. Armstrong
also told of plans for camping
on Kentucky Lake this summer.
About 25 Scouters were pres-
ent, including J. F. Graham, W.
L. Mays, R. S. Gregory, G. M.
Pedley, Mr. Sparks and Mr.
Armstrong, Princeton.
Gets Trio To Omaha
For W. 0. W. Activities
Harold Watson, field repre-
sentative of the Woodmen of the
World in Princeton, is receiving
a trip to the society's national
headquarters in Omaha, Nebr.,
as an award for his activities in
the society's behalf last year.
Leaders Of 41 City, County Groups
Help Open New Hospital Campaign
Incorporators Are
Named At Meeting
At Elks' Club; $125,-
000 Needed, Chair-
man Says
Plans to launch Princeton'
campaign for funds with whic
to build a new hospital her
were approN ad at a meeting las
Thursday night in the Elks'
clubroom, attended by 41 perso
representing religious, civi c.
fraternal and social organiza-
tions of the community . .
and 15 incorporators were un-
animously named to act for the
project, to make acceptance of
contributions legal.
Thos. J. Simmons, temporary
chairman of the Kiwanis-Rotary
committee which has brought
the hospital project forward
this point, presided. •
Jacob served as seeretary.
Gregory and J. F. Graham and
duly elected by the group pres-
ent were: N. B. Cameron, Judge
Clyde 0. Wood, William L. Jones,
Thos. J. Simmons, Robert S.
Jacob, Alton Templeton, Gray-
son Harrelson, Henry Sevison,
Clyde Kercheval, George 0.
Eldred, G. M. Pedley, Howard
York, J. B. Lester and Dr. J.
J. Rosenthal.
Upon motion by J. F. Graham,
the acting chairman was empow-
ered to name an advisory com-
mittee to take over management
of the financial campaign and
all other necessary work c.ver-
ing sponsorship of the new
hospital. Mr. Simmons indicated
he would name the president or
active head of each of the 40-odd
nhurches, clubs, logdes, farm
organizations and other groups
existing in the county, or some
Individual to be oboe= by each
they have been made thus far, b
Mr. Simmons who explained
that no commitments had bee
made about the kind or size of
the new hospital, who wou
operate it, what materials woul
be used, or anything else binding
He read exerpts from articl
of incorporation drawn up som
time since for another new
hospital movement which fail
to produce the desired resul
and said the document Might
used by the incorporators nam
at the Thursday night meeting
or entirely different articl
might be prepared, In the dis
cretion of those designated. •
Mr. Simmons said investigatio
by his committee indicat
Princeton should have a 30-
hospital which would cost ap
proximately $125,000, of whic
about $5,000 would go into th
building and $40,000 for equip-
meld
Advisory Committee
To Be Composed Of
Heads Of All Or-
ganizations In
Community
Congress, were not good and
stressed importance of getting
money for the needed hospital
in hand as soon as possible,
leaving chance of additional
funds from the U. S. treasury
to the future
Howard York pledged the ac-
tive aid of the Junior Chamber
of Commerce and its 133 members
and said too much delay has been
experienced to date, urging de-
termined action henceforth. He
said his cr.lanization hoped to
earn $2500 for 'the new hospital
by fostering increased receipts
at Butler High School football
games next autumn.
Rev. J. Lester McGee spoke
TOwn IR
8-Months' Term
For County Pupils
Rural Children Will
Benefit From New
School Law
Elementary schools in Cald-
well county will have an eight-
month term next year, accord-
ing to County School Supt. E.
F. Blackburn. The additional
month is in compliance with an
act of the 1946 Legislature, re-
quiring a minimum of eight
months.
Length of terms has previously
been seven months in the grades
and eight months in the high
schools. Additional money ap-
propriated by the Legislature
for teachers' salaries will be
approximately enough to pay
one month's additional salary
to all teachers in the elementary
grades, Mr. Blackburn stated.
Many teachers will not receive
a substantial raise in salary, ex-
cept on a yearly basis, due to
the act requiring an eight-month
tem for elementary schools, but
rural children will benefit by a
longer school term, Mr. Black-
burn said.
I. C. Lays Off 51 Here
Due To Coal Strike
Cutting Freight Volume
Due to the coal strike, which
materially lessens the volume of
business on freight lines, the ll-
linois Central here has laid off
18 men in the taransportation de-
partment, C. S. Collier, train-
master, said this week, and 31
more men have been laid off in
the mechanical department, Gor-
don Glenn stated Tuesday. The
layoffs are temporary. Estimated
loss to the railroad in April, in
coal traffic alone, will be $1,-
900,000, W. A. Johnston, presi-
dent of the IC, announced at
Chicago last week.
C. K. McNeeley Attends
State Soil Meeting
C. K. McNeeley, director for
the First Congressional District
on the State Soil Conservation-
board, attended a meeting of that
body at Lexington last week. He
will call a meeting of all First
district soil conservation officials
at Mayfield, Saturday, May 18,
at which two men will be nomi-
nated for director, a choice to be
made by Harold Browning, State
Commissioner of Conservation.
Spring Concert To Be
Presented April 26
The Music Department of But-
ler High School will present a
Spring Concert at the school
auditorium Friday night, April
26, it was announced by Miss
Martha Shultz, instructor, Wed-
nesday. The public is cordially
invited.
Dr. 0. K. Amos Tells Of,
Experience In Rome
Dr. B. IC. Arnow told fellow
Rotarians about some of his ex-
periences while serving with
fighting units in Italy and of his
stay in Rome at Tuesday night's
meeting of the Rotary Club. He
holds a major's commission in
the U. S. Medical Corps Reserve.
Joseph W. Darnell, 82c,
Irons the naval
Lan% M. last
was
ser-
FHA Official To
Inspect Sites For
Veterans' Housing
Options Taken On Three
Locations Here; Sponsor-
ing Jaycees Seek
100 Units
J. C. Drought, of the Cleve-
land office, Federal Housing Ad-
ministration, will comp here next
week to inspect sites optioned
by the City Housing Commission,
and to advise how to proceed to
obtain housing units from the
government, for use of former
service men here, Howard York,
president of the Jaycees, spon-
soring organization, said Tuesday.
Three sites are under option:
the Boitnott property east of
the Ice plant, 21/2 acres, which
has capacity for 25 of the houses;
Stevens brothers property on
E. Young street, 3 acres, and the
Marvin Cummins property, E.
Main street, 3 acres. The Jay-
cees are asking for 10 houses.
If these sites, or others the
City Housing Commission is
seeking, are approved by Mr.
Drought, plans will be pushed for
getting some of the one, two
and three-bedroom federal hous-
ing units brought here as speed-
ily as possible, Mr. York said.
Under the plan in effect to aid
veterans in obtaining needed
housing, the government will
bring the units to Princeton, lay
foundations, erect the houses,
finish grading, put in sidewalks
and make service connections to
sewers, water, electricity and gas
lines.
The City must provide the
site or sites, run sewers, gas,
electric and water lines to the
housing project and supervise
rental, upkeep and management
of the project when completed.
Rentals to veterans will be grad-
uated in proportion to the earn-
ings of each, Mr. York said.
Toe P. Wilcox, Bill Palmer,
Willard Moore, Pratt Littlepage,
Jimmie Mitchell and Arnold
Anderson comprise the City
Housing Commission named by
the Mayor and the City Council
has pledged full cooperation in
the project.
Easter Egg Hunt At
School Friday Afternoon
An Easter Egg Hunt will be
held at Eastside School Friday -
afternoon for the First and Sec-
ond grade pupils, it was an-
nounced by Miss Ellouise Jones,
principal.
Highway Accident
Results Fatally
Mrs. T. J. Rogers Suffers
Fractured Skull When
Two Cars Collide
Funeral services for Mrs. Thel-
ma G. Rogers, victim of an auto-
mobile accident which occurred
on the Princeton-Eddyville high-
way Monday afternoon about
1:30 o'clock, were conducted at
the New Bethel Church, Lyon
county, Tuesday afternoon, with
the Rev. Mr. Wilson officiating.
Burial was in the New Bethel
cemetery.
The accident was reported to
Sheriff Otho Towery, who made
an investigation and later arrest-
ed Gordon Bright, driver of one
of two cars involved, on a war-
rant charging involuntary man-
slaughter. The other car, in which
George Wilson, his son and the
son's wife and baby, of Smith-
land, were riding toward Prince-
ton, was driven by Mr. Wilson,
who swore out the warrant for
Mr. Bright. It was believed
brakes on the Bright car failed
to hold on the wet blacktop road
as the ears met on a grade near
the bridge at the Caldwell-Lyon
line.
A coroner's jury which sat on
the case at 5:30 o'clock Monday
afternoon found that Mrs. Ro-
gers' death resulted from a frac-
tured skull. Dr. Ralph Cash made
the examination.
Mrs. Rogers' survivors are her
husband, T. J. Rogers; two,:
daughters, Mrs. Jerry Spickard •
and Mi39 Norma Lee Rogers, and"
a an, Malcolm, all of Princeton.
McGee To Speak At
Madisonville Rally
Rev. J. Lester MeOr•ee, minis-
ter of Ogden Memorial Method-
ist Church, will speak Saturday ,
night at a Youth For Christ rally
at Madisonville, with ii
churches of that city participa
mg.
Mr. and Mm. lltegar
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Easter Is Doubly Significant
Easter is commemorative of the spirit
of ascension; and, in this sense, it is
doubly significant this year. In a second
commemorative sense, we can give thanks
for emergence from the black extinction
of war into the promise of new life, hap-
piness, and clarity ahead.
This, coupled with the more sacred
significance, is sufficient to impart the
fullest sense of joyousness to our Easter
Parade, services, and celebrations this
year.
Looking ahead tow&rd the further feel-
ing of resurrection, we can speculate hope-
fully on the psychological effect of the
first war-free summer in six years. Sum-
mer alone is a balm for many things;
and, combined with the first, full-hearted
enjoyment of peace, it may go even fur-
ther. At least that's a hope we might
tuck away inside pur Easter Bonnet, if
any.
No matter what our religious belief or
in what degree we celebrate Easter, it is
a time when spirits are lifted, because
returning Spring renews life and spirit.
In this period of readjustment and con-
fusion, the hearts of mankind are sorely
troubled; yet in this land of liberty and
plenty, our woes are as nothing compared
with those of the peoples of other nations.
Eastertide should renew our faith in
our country's destiny, higher and more
ennobled now than it ever has been here-
tofore. And we as privileged citizens of
the first country on Earth should, in
Christian charity, lend ourselves with a
new and more confident spirit to the tasks
of the day and the hope of tomorrow.
Princeton Has Company In
Her Civic Difficulties
Princeton is not alone among cities,
large and small, that need more money
to provide services to which their citizens
are entitled. From New York, the world's
largest, comes the same complaint; from
Louisville, Kentucky's metropolis, ditto,
and from Paducah, biggest town of the
Purchase, more of the same.
Chief difference is, New York and
Louisville are doing something construc-
tive about the matter, while Paducah and
Princeton thus far are still in the throes
of growing pains and stuck at the talking
stage of progress.
New York City boosted its budget by
$93 million last week and got the state
legislature to levy new taxes to make up
the deficit. The tax rate, on city assess-
ments, is also to be increased there. New
York City had a one percent sales tax
. . .and increased this to 2 cents on each
dollar. The city tax on all businesses
was doubled.
"Tax rates in themselves mean noth-
ing," Burton W. Stevens, vice chairman
of the board of tax supervisors at Louis-
ville declared last week, "unless they are
based on uniform assessments. He re-
commended a blanket 20 percent increase
on all Jefferson county real estate.
In a letter to 0. M. Howard, chairman
of the State Tax Commission, Mr. Stevens
suggested a survey of city and county
property to equalize what he called "un-
fair assessments". The Leader suggest-
ed this, editorially, two weeks ago, two
years ago, four years ago, as the only
Way to solve Princeton's revenue dilemma
Ind give the City Fathers sufficient money
with which to enlarge and improve ser-
vices too long disgracefully inadequate
here.
A civic club at Louisville last week
heard a prominent citizen declare that
the city's services "are at a low level
and will remain unsatisfactory . . . un-
less additional revenues can be obtained".
Down at Paducah, new city officials are
catching it from many sides as citizens
demand garbage collection, surfacing of
old gravel streets, more parks and play-
grounds, more fire fighting equipment and
more firemen, more street lights and wat-
er main extensions. But they want them
free . . . without more city revenue.
Which, of course, is ihmOssible, as Editor
E. J. Paxton says in his valuable column
in the Sun-Democrat.
If, as Editor Paxton says, four of the
new Paducah officials are "men unafraid",
they will get at least a part of the job
done . . . because they will think nothing
about the next city election, go forward
with their sworn duty as the need is
evidenced, and make Paducah a better
place in which to live.
This whole matter is ono, closely akin
to the subject the Collier's article dealth
with recently; the piece titled "Weep No
More Kentucky", which got under so
many loyal Kentuckians' skins.
We are too complacent and too satisfied
with the outworn status quo, except when
we see open sewerage on our main streets,
sewerage running out on top the ground
because the disposal plant has been out-
grown, excessive fire insurance rates be-
cause we tolerate a volunteer fire depart-
ment, underpaid teachers and over-crowd-
ed school rooms . . . and a whole host
of other shamful things our community,
yes and the whole State of Kentucky, has
borne with far too long.
In Princeton it is perfectly obvious to
every adult who will view the scene with
any degree of honesty that our assess-
ment system is at once unfair to a ma-
joriti of citizens and wholly inadequate
to give Princeton a fair chance to move
forward, or even to provide for her citi-
zens the minimum of modern services to
which they are entitled.
When some property owners pay on
10 or 15 percent of their property's as-
sessible value and others pay from that
low point up to 80 percent, it should be
evident that we can have no better water
plant, no addition to our sewers . . . or
any of the other things we sorely need
until we are ready and willing to levy
taxes fairly.
In Princeton's case, the cure is far
easier and much less painful than in
Paducah, Louisville or New York; be-
cause we have not in many years paid
taxes here on anything like a fair and
honest basis . . . and almost every adult
citizen who is a property owner knows
this to be true.
The Leader realizes that paying more
taxes will displease virtually all who
must; but believes there are many pro-
perty owners here who, realizing that
Princeton lags badly where she should
be moving ahead, are willing for their
property to be FAIRLY assessed If the
same applies to their neighbors' holdings.
If this is not so, we might as well
plead guilty to all Miss Amy Porter wrote
for Collier's, and admit we are but half
civilized, utterly unmindful of our obliga-
tions to the oncoming generations and
penny wise, pound foolish about our own
best interests.
OTHER EDITORS SAY
Freedom Of The Press
"The newspapers undoubtedly have the
right to criticize public officials for their
official action," said Harlan Circuit Judge
James E. Forester in granting libel suit
against the Louisville Courier-Journal.
Judge Forester's verdict was another
victory for freedom of the press in Ken-
tucky and manifested a realization of
the magnificent job done by the press in
protecting the people from unscrupulous
public officials.
The decision was particularly refresh-
* * *
The deepest diamond mine in the world
is the Kimberley Mine in South Africa,
extending 3,600 feet below the earth's
surface.
Only about 815,400 acres in Arizona are
under cultivation and 750,000 of them
are irrigated.
Tobacco was once Used by Indians in
middle America as a medicine and as
Incense in religious ceremonies.
ing in these days when the free Ameri-
can press is under deliberate and con-
tinuous attack. So far the campaign has
made little headway, but it takes on an
ominous tone when one remembers that
discipline of newspapers was the first
objective in totalitarian countries.
If the American press is to continue to
remain the watchdog of the people, such
decisions as that made by Judge Forester
are essential.--The Bowling Green News.
California is the second largest state
in the union with a total land area of
156,800 aquare miles.
Fresno county, California with 174,906
acres planted in vineyards is the top
ranking grape district in the nation.
There is a range of 11,046 feet, or
more than two miles, between the lowest
and highest points in Colorado.
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Pennyrile Postscripts
Bob Kevil tried to buy insur-
ance for the fence around the
field at the eastern edge of town
where the gasless and lost flier
came down recently . . . but
Charley White, to whom Bob
applied, just laughed at hir9.
* * *
Well, I wouldn't want to in-
sure that fence either . . . for
it took an awful licking from the
big crowd that "helped" the air-
plane's pilot make his emer-
gency landing; and the same
thing is likely to happen again,
any night . . . since Princeton
appears defenseless.
* * *
Martha Jane "Shuggie" Lester,
student at William Woods Col-
lege, Fulton, Mo., who has been
earning money as a laboratory
assistant, added another side-line
recently . . . teaching golf.
"Shuggie" was an apt pupil of
her dad last summer, has a fine,
orthodox swing. She can do all
right giving lessons to ladies
here, likely, when vacation time
brings her home.
* * *
Johnny Graham will write
next week's County Agent's
Column about the new Prince-
ton Hospital . . . pointing o u t
some of the many benefits such
an institution will offer rural
residents and their responsibili-
ties in connection with the fin-
ancial campaign. Watch for this
feature, on Page 3, next week.
* * *
One of our friends says he is
gonna get two of those new
garden tools which cut down
the labor of digging by half.
* * *
Glenn Farmer says when he
builds his next house, he is
gonna level off the whole yard,
concrete it . . . and then paint
it green thus solving perman-
ently the problem of grass cut-
ting, weed killing, etc.
* * *
"Dusty" Kercheval was offer-
ing to fix some Mends up with
weed killer the other morning
at a Coffee Club meeting . . .
but Merle backed him down
when he asked for aid in apply-
ing the poison. "Dusty" says his
stuff worked wonders with some
greens on the golf course . . .
and numerous golfers hope he's
right.
* * *
Pro. Brooks Starr will hold
another caddies' school at Pax-
ton Park Saturday morning at
10 o'clock, and he cautioned that
if the caliber of caddying at the
Literary
Guidepost
By W. G. Rogers
THE MEMBER OF THE WEDDING,
by Carron McCull•r• (Houghton
Mifflin; $2.50).
Besides Frankie, or F. Jasmine
as she later becomes, or Frances
as she is named grandly a few
weeks later when the novel of
which she is the heroine closes,
there are also young John Henry
West; and Berenice Sadie Brown,
who speaks out of the wisdom
which can come only to a wo-
man who has had four husbands;
and Frankie's father, and her
brother and his bride, and a few
others.
Frankie is almost five feet and
a half tall in the "green and
crazy summer" when this story
takes place. Shooting up like a
beanstalk, adding four inches al-
most overnight, she is worried.
Being 12 years and 10 months
old, she is worried, too, about
what she had done with Barney;
about the way a man and wife
who used to room in her house,
suffered what the family de•
cided, after they knew she caught
a glimpse of it, to call a fit;
about the way the other girls
had suddenly abandoned her to
form a club of their own so that
practically the only thing left
In the whole world for her to
be a member of is her brother's
wedding.
Though in the last months
writers have devoted more time
to the adolescent than the so-
called modern parent is ever
credited with doing, this is a
different kind of story. A knife
Is thrown, a pistol stolen out of
father's dresser, a fellow's head
bashed in. And there's a macabre
touch; it isn't only what happens
that thrills you, but even more,
what incessantly threatens to
happen. A sword of Damocles,
12-year-old size, hangs over this
tale from start to finish.
Miss McCullers' subject is that
Precarious moment between in-
nocence and knowledge; Frank-
le has the apple in her hand but
hasn't bitten into It yet. In Ber-
enice's broad lap, her cheek
against the cook'a, she is just a
child; but a conple of hours la-
ter out on her "(late," she is
almost as old as Eve.
Some readers may comnlain of
the ending that, where there was
so much mink., three ought to
have been fire. But tm to the
last few nararromlhs, this is an
inordinatelg thrilling nieture of
a few tremendously hasardous
days. and the moat ointment con-
detonation imosinahle of the silly
By G. Id. P.
course doesn't show immediate
improvement, attendance at the
school will become mandatory
for all caddies, until they have
passed a qualifying test.
* * *
The above, from the Paducah-
Sun-Democrat, recalls happy
days when we had caddies on our
golf course; and who knows,
that happy condition may come
again! But not, it is guessed,
until money in boys' pockets
is scarcer than it is currently.
* * *
You no longer need drink
"bulky fresh or canned fruit
juices to insure sufficient vita-
mins for good health," says
Advertising Age, a trade mag.
A new product in the form of
solidified fruit juice and vege-
table tablets is now offered at
groceries, drug stores and candy
markets.
* * *
The small tablets, called
"Bruicet," containing condensed
orange, grapefruit and carrot
juices, are now being sold, with
prune, apple, pineapple and
others scheduled to appear soon.
Tablets are eaten as candy or
held in the mouth until dissol-
ved. Three contain 30 milligrams
of Vitamin C, minimum daily
requirement prescribed by the
National Research Council.
* * *
Press and radio advised the
ladies again this week it will
likely be a year before Nylons
are plentiful enough to go a-
round . . . and The Leader's
free offer expires this weekend.
* * *
Caldwell, county's 4-H clubs
now have more than 1100 mem-
bers . . . which is something we
can be proud of . . . since the
youngsters, learning modern
methods, efficient practices, how
to work together toward pro-
gress, have the welfare of the
community in their hands . . .
for tomorrow's better era.
* * *
"The weekly newspaper pre-
sents the news as it happens. It
has an acid tongue for male-
factors and a Calvin Coolidge
genius for watching the calen-
dar of the board of supervisors,
but it also knows what it is
talking about. We would be
better governed, cheaper gov-
erned, and happier governed
people if we could get that
sincerity of the weekly news-
paper in our cities and every-
where in this nation."
(Gov. Tom Dewey, at convention
of New York Press Assn.)
• 
* * *
Altho this isn't very polite,
have you learned, with me, that
the ladies, bless 'em, can lie
much better than their men
folk? And can detect a lie much
quicker?
•
Thursday, April 18,
Why Easter Rabbit Lays Colored Eggs
By David G. Bareuther
(AP Newateatures Writer)
The story of the Easter rabbit
that lays the Easter eggs is much
older than Santa Claus, or per-
haps any other other childhood
tradition.
The Easter rabbit was origi-
nally a pagan symbol and like
the name of Easter, itself, has
been handed down from Teuton-
ic antiquity.
Easter gets its name from Eoes-
tre, or Ostara, the Angio-Savon
goddess of spring, and many
Easter observances stem directly
from the pagan feast of Eoestre.
Having been the major spring-
time festival, the pagan Easter
inevitably became mixed with
the principal festival of the
Christian year falling in the
same season.
The rabbit as the pagan em-
blem of fertility was a popular
pet among children. When eggs,
forbidden during Lent, were
brought to the table on Easter
it was a natural conclusion that
they had been laid by' the Easter
rabbit.
Even in ancient times the eggs
were colored red to symbolize
Easter joy, according to church
historians, who trace the Easter
egi, of paganism, where it sig-
nified germinating life of early
spring.
A quaint oldtime Easter cus-
tom was the playing of hand-
ball in churches. In some French
cathedrals the bishops, canons
and other • dignitaries joined in a
solemn game of ball. The ball
represented the sun, which was
supposed to take three leaps on
rising on Easter morning.
The strict discipline of Lent
undoubtedly inspired this ball
playing. The game soon evolved
into a dance. Old records indicate
that bishops and abbots took
part in the dances, which in
several places were held in
churches. At Bury St. Edmunds
history says "the game was kept
up with great spirit by 12 old
women."
Another odd custom originated
in Bavaria, where 15th Century
priests included funny stories
In their Easter sermons. Al-
though they would draw a moral,
the stories eventually bordered
on the sacriligious and were pro-
hibited by Clement X (1670-
1676) and again by Maximilian
III in the 18th Century.
Men of North England claimed
the privilege of lifting every
woman from the ground three
times upon meeting her on Eas-
ter for which they would receive
a kiss or a silver sixpence (a
dime). On Easter Monday the
women tried this out on the men.
In Germany, men servants
could whip maidservants with
switches on Easter, and the next
day the maids whipped the men. \
In each case they secured their
release through payment in Eas-
ter eggs. Throughout various
countries of the north women
had the right to strike their
husbands on Easter Monday, but
on Tuesday the men could strike
their wives.
Easter fires of pagan
were in vogue for ce
These big bonfires were
nify the victory of spring
winter. They had to be
from the wood by fricti
trick flints or transported
However, the legend
Easter rabbit has prov
most satisfactory throu
centuries, and according
torn the rabbit should be
White has always been the
gical color - for Easter
theory that it representsjoy and purity.
Did You Know
Ducos of France pates
device for showing rnoti
tures as early as 1864.
* * *
At the beginning of 1919,
were about 6,000,000 auto
In the United States.
* * *
There were 200,000 on
schools in the United S
1915-1916.
* * *
About 71,000,000 people
life insurance in the
States today.
* * *
Only a few hundred of
than 600,000 species of
known are enemies of
* * *
Thaw poultry before
and it will cook more
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BOTTUM LINDH AUMORTY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY
HOPKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
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FOR SALE
Choice Building Lots
and
Miniature Farms
For Home Sites
Located on the old Fairgrounds sect-
ion of the Princeton-Cadiz Highway,
gently rolling Bluegrass sodded Land,
unsurpassed Pure Fresh air, an Ideal
Place to Build a Home.
These Lots will NOT be Sold
at Auction!
Make appointment to' Visit this Site
soon while some of the best locations
are still available; Many of these lots
have already been sold. Rare Oppor-
tunity!
John E. Young
REAL ESTATE & INSURANCE
Phone 25 Princeton, Ky. 108 So. Harrison St,
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By J. F. Graham
•an per capita food con
n in the United States
• is expected to be at
large and may even ex-
y previous year, assum-
course, that crops this
e no worse than average.
in sharp contrast with the
n outside the United
with per capita world
for 1945-44 averaging
12 percent below prewar
food supplies of the
States in 1946 for domes-
nsumption, military use,
port are not expected to
greatly from 1945. Despite
crease in exports to meet
lical needs of liberated
civilian consumption in the
States probably will be
than last year. The pro-
to the total food supply
to the armed services has
sharply reduced.
civilan food supplies in
regate will be hardly suf-
to satisfy total domestic
d. Supplies of some foods
substantially less than
groups of consumers
be willing to purchase at
t prices, reflecting in some
es the necessity of sub-
1 exports to prevent star-
aboard. The new food
ation program may alter
onsumPtion in the United
during the next few
, but the precise effects
annual per capita rate of
consumption celud not be esti-
mated in early March.
MosV prominent among the
foods that will be short through-
out the year are sugar and but-
ter. Civilian supplies of meat,
canned fish, fats, and canned
fruits are expected to be insuf-
ficient to satisfy consumer de-
mand in full at present prices
during a large part of the year.
On the other hand, prospects are
quite favorable for plentiful sup-
plies of fresh and frozen fish,
poultry products, dairy products
except butter, citrus fruit, canned
fruit juices, fresh and processed
vegetables, and potatoes.
Despite the need for curtail-
ing the use of wheat in the pro-
duction of alcohol and beer and
for increasing the wheat-flour
extraction rate in order to meet
export commitments, the con-
ducts may continue higher than
before the war although some-
sumption of wheat cereal pro-
what below 1945.
With the exception of lamb,
mutton, veal, and perhaps fluid
milk, fresh vegetables and cer-
eal products, civilian per • es.pita
consumption om individual foods
this year will be at least as large
as for the year 1945. Among
the foods for which consumptio
per person is expected to be
higher than in 1945 are beef
pork, fish, evaporated milk
cheese, fluid cream, lard, pro
cessed iruits and vegetables, an
potatoes. A little more sugar ma
be available than last year.
Twelve thousand strawber
plants have been set by 18 4..E
club members in Perry county
The word advertisement w
used in Shakespeare's time t
mean any kind of information.
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For PERFECT SPREADS
use a BAUGHMAN
The Machine that Made LIME
Popular. Many New Modals.
Steel Bodies—Ball and Roller
Bearings Throughout.
or CALL. Now, for rum. Paretic-mans and RECOMMENDATIONS
Feldhaus -Schwartz Co.
Incorporated
Third & Daviess Sts. Owensboro, Ky.
t by BAUGHMAN MANUFACTURING 00.„ Ins. 
—Facitorlee.
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THE PRI CETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
MISS MYRTLIL WELDOR - MRS. W. L NICHOLS . MRS. WAt4DA WILKINS
BRAZILIAN WOMAN TO ADDRESS HOMEMAKERS —Mrs.
Wanda Wilkins, of Brazil, will be guest speaker for the 13th
annual series of district meetings of the Kentucky Federation
of Homemakers to be held beginning April 29 at seven points
in the state. Her subject will be "Better Inter-American Under-
standing."
Other speakers will be Mrs. W. E. Nichols, Lexington, presi-
dent of the Kentucky Federation of Homemakers; Miss Myrtle
Weldon, state leader of home demonstration work, College of
Agriculture and Home Economics,_ Lexing4on, and district
directors.
Places and dates of meetings are: Purchase district, April 29,
Mayfield; Pennyroyal, April 30, Madisonville; South Central,
May 1, Elizabethtown; North Central, May 2, LaGrange; North
Blue Grass, May 3, Lexington; Mountain, May 4, Pineville and
South Blue Grass, May 6, Berea.
News From The Past
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twice-
A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton re-
porters, shoztly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
• Princeton, Ky. March 11, 1924.
Prof. T. W. Vinson, of Chicago.
Ill., directs that the Leader be
sent to his new address, 53 West
Jackson Boulevard. Prof. Vinson
is the Executive Secretary of the
National School Supply Associa-
tion with headquarters in Chi-
cago, Ill. .
March 18, 1946. James A. Ste-
gar made a poor old tired school
teacher feel wonderfully good
one evening last week by taking
him into a car and driving him
to his home on Madisonville
street. Many thanks, Jim. May
you ever be as happy as you
made us feel.
April 1, 1924. Mr. William
Pruett accompanied his daugh-
ter. Margaret, to Paducah yes-
terday morning for the treat-
of her eye by Dr. Purcell.
J
April 4, 1924. Mr. Roy New-
som sold the store at Cobb,
known as the Lester Store, to
Messrs. Clyde Wood and Floyd
Dunn. The invoice .of the stock
was not made until this week.
This is one of the best country
business stands in the county,
the building being a two-story
brick.
April 8, 1924. Elder F. G. Wood
is in Hopkinsville this week, at-
tending the Spring meeting of
the Presbytery of Princeton.
Presbytery convenes tonight at
7:30 and opens with a sermon
by the retiring Moderator; the
pastor of the Central Presby-
terian Church, Princeton, Ky.
IS GETTING UP PANTS
GETTING YOU DOWN?
Thousands say famous doctor's
discovery gives blessed relief frees
irritation of the bladder caused by
excess acidity in the urine
Why suffer needlessly from badman.
run-down Mello' from moms acidity Is
th• Ju•t try DR. KILMER'S
SWAMP R001, the renowned herbal
medicine. SWAMP ROOT acts fast en the
kidneys to promote the flow of urine, and
relieve troublesome mums acidity. Oriel.
nally created by a practising physician.
Dr. Kilmer's is • carefully blended ocanbi.
nation of 18 herbs, roots, reestablea.
ammo Abirolutelp nothing harsh or habit..
forming in this pure, scintilla pre=
Sloe. Just good Lagredlents that itd
act on the kidneys to lacrosse the now of
uriag and ease the uscomfortable symr.
toms of bladder Irritation-
Send for free, prepaid sample TODAY,
Like thousands of ethers you'U be glad
that you did. Send name sad address te
Deportment K lCJI & Ca., Inc.. Box
12511, Stamford. Conn Offer limited. Seed
April 8, 1924. Dr. B. L. Keeney
is in Louisville this week at-
tending the State Dental Meet-
ing. He will return the latter
part of the week and be in his
office again Friday morning.
v April 8, 1924. Mr. and Mrs.
Saul Pogrotsky spent Sunday in
Paducah quite pleasantly with
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Finkel. They
were accompanied home by
their neice, little Miss Caroline
Finkel.
Bloomers, introduced in Amer-
ice in 1849, were namer after
Mrs. Amelia Jenks Bloomer.
Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia Ky.
PRINCETON LUMIIER CO.
Phone 260
Authorized wepreeentative of
Ohio V IIe TerrnInlx ation
SERVICE
CABS
3 Cars on Duty Day and Nite
Headquarters opposite
R. R. Depot and P'ton Hotel
Courteous Treatment
and
Efficient Service
PHONE
We go any where at any time
BROADBENT'S HYBRIDS
PLACED FIRST IN 1945
in many county production contests
•
11110AMIENT'S HYMNS CAN WIN
for you in 1946. The seed is selected from good, big, healthy.
vigorous stalks and fully matured ears. BROADBENT'S aertifled
corn is dried, and graded with the best equipment.
BROADBENT'S Hybrids will give maximum yield, bemuse It is
adapted to this climate and soil conditions.
BROADBENTS Hybrids—Yellow, Ky. Y102, Ky. Y103 and US 13.
BROADBENT'S Hybrids—White, Ky. 69, Ky. 728 and Ky. 203.
Buy BROADBENTS Hybrid seed corn from
Princeton, Ky. . •
BROADBENT'S (e-- )
HYBRIDS
YOUNG SPROUTS
BLOSSOM IN
PENNEY FASHIONS
JR. BOYS SUITS of snappy
herringbones, plaids. With pleat-
ed front trousers!
JR. BOYS SLACKS of
rugged bedford cord or
twill that hold a press so
well! ' 2.98
GIRLS' COATS
Double breasted
styles in pretty
checks or solids.
9.90
GIRLS' DRESSES
Adorable flowered
or plain cottons, with
full skirts. 3-6x.
STRIKE A NOTE OF COLORI
Gay simulated or plastic
grain leathers, in red, green,
navy or tan, in three popular
styles . . Gleaming plastic
patents with fascinating hail-
dles! New! Good! Effective!
2.98 to 4.98'
Ky. Farm News
Dynamite was used to open up
a 600-foot drainage ditch on the
farm of George Williams in
Adair county.
Hughes Atkinson of Bath
county says that 170 lambs and
ewes were unable to keep down
a 12-acre pasture of balbo rye.
In Carlisle county, several
farmers seeded Lading) clover
and Ky. 31 fescue during March.
Rockcastle county farmers are
taking advantage of native lum-
ber to build new homes, several
having been completed.
Locust plantings made in 1941
on the farm of Ruby Ruark in
Union county have helped in re-
claiming eroded land.
Approximately a third of the
corn land in Wolfe county will
be planted to hybrid corn this
ear.
A total of 353 orchards were
established in Leslie county dur-
ing. 1945-46; 148 farmers have
purchased fruit trees this year.
A. Y. Finley of folulllenberg
county has a six-year-old field
of alfalfa from which he has
made 21 cuttings of hay.
Cover crop pastures have saved
dairymen in Monroe county
thousands of pounds of hay' and
other feeds this year.
Records on the poultry flock
of Mrs. Dewey Turner of Adair
county show that 65 hens laid
an average of 18 eggs per hen
in March.
Jefferson county exepcts to
have about 25 entries in the corn
derby.
To meet the demand for
ground limestone, the Christian
County Farm Bureau has spon-
sored the organization of a co-
operative lime quarry.
Six farmers in Hickman coun-
ty having tilted farrowing houses,
lost through mashing only two
pigs from 480 farrowed.
Everybody reads The , Leader!
The United States makes about
,300 tons, or 82 carloads of
tamps every year.
The first medical school in
i.merica was established at
hiladelphia in 1751.
North America has more spe-
cies of game than any other
continent.
Benjamin Franklin established
the first circulating library in
Philadelphia in 1731.
Are greatly increased over a year ago—
cars older, faster driving. Liability insurance
a necessity NOW.
MARK CUNNINGHAM
THE MAN WITH THE PLAN
Where the Easter Parde Ntarts
PASTE LS'
OR
NEUTRALS
ALL ALL woou
Your suit, coat or short coat
is topped with a carligsn
neckline, easy-going shou
ders, deep armholes. I
swoops in at the wais
pulled small with a belt!
Sizes 9-20.
SPRING COATS
SPRING SUITS
$21 to $29.75
$4.98 to $8.30
Spring's design is to narrow the waist, bell-curve
the hips, minimize the thigh. So dresses are
belted, jackets are tucked and bowed at the
witiaL Peplums Butter, skirts are slim! 9 to 20.,
At The Churches
Blind Evangelist At
Local Holiness Church
Loyd Calvert, blind evangelist
of E. St Louis, Mo., is conduct-
ing a series of sermons at the
Holiness Church this week. Sat-
urday night he will tell his life
story. His son, Bobby, 15, radio
singer, will be in the service
Saturday and Sunday. A seeing-
eye ,clog, "Armour", accompanies
the blind minister.
OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST CHURCH
J. Lester McGee, minister
Easter Sunrise Service 7:00 a.m.
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Easter Worship Service 10:55
a.m. Sermon "Life Begins At
Easter." Infant baptism and re-
ception of new members.
Youth Fellowship 6:30 p.m.
Showing of moving picture.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.
Sermon "Love, Courtship and
Marriage." Last in series to
youth.
'111E CENTRAL
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Donal Wilmoth, minister
9:45 Sunday School
10:45 Morning Worship
Topic: "Easter Meditation"
7:00 p.m. Evening Worship
Topic: "The Resurrected Man"
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
11:50 a.m. Morning Service
6:45 p.m. Training Union
7:30 Evening Worship
HOLINESS CHURCH
Rev. Mrs. Opal Blackford,
Beginning Monday night, April
8, at 7:30 o'clock, an old-fashion-
ed revival. The Rev. Loyd Cal-
vert, of East St. Louis, Ill., will
be the evangelist.
°mom this smart bas-
ket of plaited straw
with Mois Oul Perfume,
Eau Parfumess, Sachet,
Face Powder, and Talc
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
9:45 Bible School
11:00 Morning Worship
7:30 Evening Worship
RURAL BAPTIST CHURCHES
Rural and village Baptist
churches meeting Sunday are:
Chapel Hill, Crider, Donaldson,
Eddy Creek, Fredonia, Hebron,
Kuttawa, Mt. Zion, Otter Pond
and Pleasant Hill.
Deacon Jones says: "Some riv-
ers, like men, become crooked
by following the path of i least
resistance."
May ,God bless you.
- G. R. Pendergraph
CUMBEBLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
J. P. Bright, minister
Sunday School each Sunday at
9:45 A. M. Mr. Robt. Coleman,
supt.
Morning Worship each Sun-
day at 11 A. M.
Young People's meeting at
8:30 P. M.
Evening Worship at 7:30 P. M.
Mid-Week Service, Wednesday,
7:30 P. M.
Ed Deboe
Funeral services for Ed Deboe,
of the Friendship community,
who died at Princeton Hospital
Friday after a lingering illness,
were held at Morgan's Funeral
Home Saturday, with the Rev.
Mr. King, of Blackford, officiat-
ing.
Survivors are his widow; a
son, Howard; a half-brother and
two half-sisters.
Burial was in Cedar Hill
Cemetery.
The word mascot originated
in Provence and Gascony and
meant something which brought
luck to a household.
Give her this dainty Mass
Dui Gift Set of Eau Parfurnee
and Talc to make her Yule-
tide joy complete.. $2.50.
MAJOR-DRAY DRUG CO•
COMPLETE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
Phone 63 Corner Ninth and Virginia Stn.
•rsa HopkInaville, Ky.
Come in and pat,
chest; your new
tires NOW. A
small deposit
places your order.
You'll get them
quicker. it you or-
der 10a'—you
will be notified as
soon as we get your
tires. Money re
funded anytime
you desire.
OUTWEARS PREWAR TIRES
Mitchel! Implement
Company
13F.Goodrich
IN RUBBER
page and John H. Presley, Jun-
ior Chamber of Commerce; Mrs.
J. J. Rosenthal, American Red
Cross; Mrs. Don B. Boitnott, Hop-
kinsville Road Tomemakers—P.
T. A.; Mrs. Frank K. Wylie, Wo-
man's Club; C. S. Kercheval,
Elks Club; Thomas J. Simmons,
committee chairman, Kiwanis;
Robert S. Jacob, Rotary; C. H.
Joggers, Kiwanis; J. F. Graham,
Christian church; R. S. Gregory,
Kiwanis; Wm. L Jones, Eddy
Creek community; Samuel W.
Stegar, Veterans Foreign Wars;
J. Gordon Lisanby, Alton Tem-
pleton, Rotary; Frank Webb,
Joe McMican, Junior Chamber
of Commerce, Kiwanis; Mrs.
John H. McLin, Modern Priscilla;
Mrs. Henry Sevison, Gradatim
Club; Mrs. Owen Ingram, Pres.
Wood Circle, Central Presbyter-
ian Church; Mrs. Allison Akin,
Gradatim Club; Mrs. Ernest
Childress, Mrs. V. E. Nuckols,
American Legion Auxilliary;
Mrs. Harold Wilson, President
Woman's Club; Mrs. Hugh Black-
burn, President West End Club;
Mrs. R. P. Spencer, Sec.-Treas.
West End Club; Mrs. Homer
Patterson, vice-pres. West End
Club; Mrs. George Pettit, Bobk-
lovers Club president; J. Lester
McGee, Methodist Church.
State Lacks Cooperation
In Some Dry
Counties, Claim
Frankfort, April 17 — AP
Moonshining and 000tlegging are
increasing in Kentucky, but un-
less officials in dry counties co-
operate with liquor-law officers
the state won't spend money by
sending its agents into the pro-
hibition lands.
That's what Commissioner
Charles F. Brown, Jr., of the al-
coholic beverage control depart-
In spite of the fact that ioduZSI I
salt can help prevent simple
goiter, the American Medical
Association warns that "persons
aver P ,ycars of age with any
*welling of tbt throat that might
Indicate goitre should not use
httlized salt unless they do so
under the direction of a physi-
cian." ,
The hides of circus elephan
are oiled regularly to keep the
from cracking.
Bring your littlelrirl in for
her new, dress-up platforms.
She'll grow wide-eyed over
the array of smart, saucy
styles—choose from white,
peppermint red or black pat-
ent leather. .. just the shoe
she'll want. Most styles 83.50
to $4.50.
FLIGHT PATH OF V-2 ROCKET — Diagram traces estimated
flight path of the German V-2 rocket which it is expected to
follow when it is launched early next month in a test to be con-
ducted by the Army Ordnance department at White Sands, N. M.
Diagram was prepared by General Electric Company engineers,
who will participate in the test, from data on German rocket
flights. The test will be held for the purpose of rocket research
and development and securing of scientific information about
the upper atmosphere. The rocket is expected to reach an alti-
tude of more than 68 miles. (AP Wirephoto Chart)
New Hospital
(Continued trom Page One)
campaign. He said Henderson,
his old home town, recently held
a very enthusiastic Town Hall
meeting which apparently will
be productive of excellent re-
sults. No action was taken on
this suggestion.
Chairman Simmons called a
meeting of the incorporators for
Monday, April 15, the hour to
be announced later. He said ac-
tive solicitation of special gifts
will begin on that date, with
preliminary surveys already com-
plete on city and county lists,
to give canvassers an idea of
what each prospect might be
asked to donate. Solicitation
cards are being prepared, Mr.
Simmons said, and some arrange-
ment, yet to be determined, will
be made to permit spread of
donations over a period of one
year.
Several women present asked
informatien on what amount
.would. be necessary to furnish a
room in the hospital and it was
decided to make this available
at the first meeting of the advis-
ory committee, date of which
I
will be fixed by the chairman
soon. At Paducah, Mrs. Henry
Sevison said, $500 is the &Mount
'being subscribed by various
organizations sponsoring rooms.
Those present and organiza-
tions represented were:
t. Howard York, Joe P. Wilcox,
rrecl Jake, Layton L. Hall, Rich-
ard G. Morgan, Elwood CeiStr.,
Bill Stout, Junior .ChainiSet of
Commerce; Dr. J. J. htetnthal,
United Service Organizations;
George 0. Eldred, G. M. Pedley,
Kiwanis; Ft. C. Ross, Pratt Little-
Glee* INestreteil leek
A gay story-color book,
written in rhyme—a gift
from Tumblin Tim with
each pair of Acrobat Shoes.
ment told the opening session o
a four-day A. B. C. school 
fo
field agents here today.
Brown declared he desir
that the agents "spend as ?WIC
time In dry territories as possi
ble to keep down complaints,
the counties that vote dry ar
entitled to protection of the law
the same as the wet counties art-
entitled to see that the license
runs his business according to
law.
"So in going into dry territory
if you find that you cannot ge
cooperation from the local of-
ficials, write and let Tne kno
so we will not spend the state'
money by sending you."
6-Room House; Two-thirds Acres of land.
Lights, water, gas — good location.
Can give immediate possession! Charles L
Houser
Evangelist from 1'
ton, Ky. in a series
Gospel Services ea
evening at 7:30.
Beginning
APRIL 22
Congr egation
Singing direct
b y Charles Ti
well.
-A Limited Number Of Pairs Of Nylon
Stockings Still Available
THESE NYLONS ARE FIRST QUALITY, 54-GUAGE, ALL-NYLON AND
FULL-FASHIONED, CEILING PRICE $1.65 A PAIR
Here's How To Get Your Free Nylons
Bring two new subscriptions, for one year each, to Tht Leader office, at $1.50
each (regular price) and get a certificate redeemable at
for one pair of the FIRST QUALITY NYLONS, Take certificate to Finkel's store and get your proper
size of the stockings. That's all there is to it . • . except that no renewal subscriptions will count
in this offer and only NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS going to persons residing in PRINCETON AND CALD-
WELL COUNTY will be accepted.
THE LEADER WAS ABLE TO OBTAIN ONLY THIS NUMBER OF PAIRS OF FIRST QUALITY 'NYLONS
AND WHEN THEY'RE GONE . THAT'S ALL!
PLEASE do not ask us to accept 'subscriptions going to persons living outside Caldwell county
on this offer as certificateswill be issued only to residents of Princeton and the county.
Get Your Free Nylons Not Later Than Saturday at Finkel's Fair Store
lker's
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ring rouses laughing
 down the
valley
1 in white, fro
m the snow,
ere the winter's armies
 rally
Loth to go.
auty white her garments
shower
the world where they pas
s,—
awthorne hedges, trees in
flower,
isies in the grass.
emulous with longings dim,
ickets by the rivers rim
ave begun to dream of 
green.
ery tree is loud with birds
urgeon heart, do thy part!
on' a root unseen.
—Amelia Josephine Burn
ichols-Herndon
The wedding of Miss Mable
uth Nichols, daughter of M
r.
d Mrs. Hampton Nichols
, Stone
reet, and Mr. Thomas M. Hem
-
Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs.
omas M. Herndon, Hopkins.
Is, was solemnized April 6, at
enderson, with the Rev. D. M.
ears, pastor of the Methodist
hurch there, performing the
uble ring ceremony. Mr. and
rs. Dudley Smith were the 
at-
dants.
The bride wore a navy she
er
ess with matching accessories
d a corsage of gardenias. Mrs.
ith wore black with a corsage
gardenias.
Mrs. Herndon, a graduate o
f
tier High School, was employ
-
several years by Brown Shoe
, in St. Louis, Mo., and at
er, Tenn. For the last 2 yea
rs
e has been an employe of th
e
rst National Bank here.
Mr. Herndon is a graduate of
opkinsville High School and
as recently discharged from
e Army after 4 years of ser-
ce. He has resumed his former
ition as salesman for Bass
d Co.,
ountry Club Dance
There will be a dance at
inceton Country Club Thurs-
y night, April 25, for mem-
rs and their out-of-town
ests. Clarke Steegar and his
hestra will furnish the music.
Ashley — Barnett
Mrs. Marvin Cummins, Prince-
ton, announces the marriage of
her daughter, Loretta Ashley, to
Harl G. Barnett, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Gresham Barnett, of Kut-
tawa.
The single ring ceremony took
place April 13 at the First Bap-
tist Church, with the Rev. H. G.
M. Hatler officiating.
The couple was attended by
the bride's sister, Miss Mattie
Blanche Ashley and Virgil Wood-
all.
The bride was attractively
dressed in a blue and white
suit with matching accessories
and wore a corsage of gardenias.
Miss Ashley wore a gold color-
ed suit with matching accessor-
ies, and her corsage was of red
and white carnations.
Mrs. Barnett is a gradaute of
Butler High School, and is now
employed at Outwood Hospital.
Mr. Barnett is a graduate of
Kuttawa High School and Mur-
ray State College. He recently
received his discharge from the
Army after serving 31/2 years,
19 months of which were spent
in the Pacific.
The couple is at home at 404
West Main street.
Scarritt College Guests
Are Entertained Here
Dr. and Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal
entertained several guests from
Scarritt College, Nashville, Tenn
last week end. Miss Edythe
Moore, assistant registrar and
bursar, Miss Francis Annis, col-
lege dietitian,' Miss Louella
Koether and Miss Janet Surdam.
Miss Koether and Miss Surdarn
are missionaries on furlough
from China.
Cuba's Sugar Crop
Hurt By Drought
Havana — AP — Sub-normal
rainfall has forced a reduction
in estimates of Cuba's 1946 su-
gar production of 100,000 to 150,-
000 tons, authorative sources
disclosed today.
Everybody reads The Leader!
ANNOUNCEMENT
The Summer Class of student nurses will be
 admitted to the
Protestant Deaconess Hospital 'School of 
Nursing July 1,
1946. Entrance requirement: High school 
graduate with or
without additional college work, age 18 yea
rs, good health,
good character. This includes former Wav
es, Wacs, and
Spars who ate eligible to enter under th
e G. I. Bill of
Rights. Applications are now being accept
ed. For informa-
tion write
DIRECTOR OF NURSES,
PROTESTANT DEACONESS HOSPITAL
EVANSVILLE, INDIANA
EIGHT-MONTH-OLD VICTIM IN HOSPIT
AL — Nurse Josephine
Williams holds Roberta Fountaine in a Detroi
t, Mich., hospital
who has a fractured skull. Her step-father is h
eld on investiga-
tion of attempted murder, Police Captain Orn
edio Utley said.
(AP Wirephoto)
PERSONALS
Cadet Paul Cunningham, stud-
ent at Georgia Military Academy,
is spending a Spring vacation
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Cunningham, S. Jefferson
street.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Lisanby,
Paul Cunningham and Bill
Sparks spent Sunday with Cadet
Jimmy Lisanby at Columbia
Military Academy, Columbi
a,
Tenn.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. bishop have
returned from a trip through 
Tex-
as and other points in the 
West.
• • •
Patti Pickering spent sever
al
days last week with frien
ds in
Bloomington, Ind.
• • •
Mrs. R. H. Dalzell was a visit
or
in Evansville Wednesday.
• • •
Miss Frances Nabb, Mrs. Ruth
N. Lide, Mrs. Howe Nagle, Jr., an
d
baby daughter, all of Alemed
a,
Calif., are visiting Mrs. Ed Mc
-
Lin, Washington street. 
Mrs.
Are a Sure Signpost
to Spring Smartness
Here they me ... 
Sparkling with
Spring freshness.
And Georgian* re
members
all types . . all s
izes when she
Uinta her talents to a 
new
Collection. so come . . .
select your new Geor
giana
Spring dresses now.
Si,.. 12 to 20
14 to 44
1211 to 2442
Goldnamer's
'PrIne.tos's Finest Departmen
t Store"
Nagle will visit her husband's
family in Baltimore, Md., before
returning to California.
• • •
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh McElrath
and daughter, Mary Frances, and
son, William, of Murray, were
guests of Mrs. Duke Pettit, Sr.,
at her home on Eddyville Road
during the B. T. U. convention
here last week.
• • •
Capt. and Mrs. Gid Shelby
Pool, Sacramento, Calif., are
visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. T. P. Cash, S. Jefferson
street, and his mother, Mrs.
Errnel Pool Taylor and family,
of the Scottsburg community.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Bagshaw
and son, John Earl, Knoxville,
Tenn., spent Saturday here.
• • •
Mrs. Julia Hurd, Los Angles,
Colo., is visiting her sister, Mrs.
Joe H. Darnell, of Princeton.
• • •
Mesdames Willard Moore, Gor-
don Glenn, Hillery Barnett and
C. H. Jaggers spent one day in
Paducah last week.
• • •
Miss Ercel Egbert, an instruc-
tor in the history department at
WSTC, Bowling Green, recently
visited her parents, the Rev. and
Mrs. Hise Egbert, of the Farm-
ersville community. Her brother,
Sgt. William M. Egbert recently
returned from Army duty in
Japan.
• • •
Mrs. Pilerlf Barnett spent
K. E. A. holidays with her mo-
ther in Sturgis:
• 4 •
Mr. Mid MI% Gus Henry Steg-
er, Atilifita, Ga., spent Wedn
es-
da, and Thursday with his 
mo-
ther, Mrs. T. H. Young, Wash-
ington street.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Basil Haile and
children, Judy and Zane, re
-
turned Tuesday from a w
eek-
end visit with their daught
er,
Mrs. Charles Hawkins and fam
-
ily in Lexington.
• • •
Mrs. Malcolm Tanner, Frank-
fort, was the guest of Mrs. Merle
Brown, Highland Avenue, one
day last week.
• • •
Miss Virginia McCaslin spent
last week-end in Louisville.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Mathis,
Paducah, spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Willard Moore, W. Mar-
ket street.
• • •
Rumsey Taylor and Julian Lit-
tlepage dpent Friday in Louis-
ville on business.
• • •
Mrs. R. A. McConnell, Hender-
son, spent Tuesday with Mrs.
Iley McGough.
• • •
ney McGough and Saul Pogrot-
alrY spent several days in St.
Louis last week on business.
• • •
Mrs. 3. t. Mann and little son,
Carter Oerrett, of Chicago, are
visiting bar parents, Mr. an
d
Mrs. Clifton Carter, "W. Market
street.
••• • •
Mrs. Sam Drennan, Tor
onto,
Ont., and 'daughter, Sandra, will
arrive Friday for a visit with
relatives. Mrs. Drennan is the
farmer Lillian piech.
•••,•
Russell Minx* return
ed to Di-
- 
troit Wednesday morning a
fter
I visit with' tile idste% Iht Se
ek
tø'416 
o • **** • • ••••  or a cis 1••• otwor
eVAAWS•wseseest••••••••••0401 • *s
ow , $41.,0401 *a4 and
. 
.
The Leader
Congratulates
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Randolph,
W. Main street, on the birth of
a daughter, Ann Ryder, April
9. Mrs. Randolph is the former
Allison Hearne.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Nichols,
Route 1, on the birth of a son,
Gary Edwin, April 16. Mrs.
Nichols is the former Lois White.
other relatives. He was accom-
panied/ by Mrs. John Blackburn
and little daughter, who will
visit relatives there. Mr. Harper
will return within the next sev-
eral weeks to be employed by
Hodge Motor Sales.
• • •
Mrs. Hobart McGough, Frank-
fort, is visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Leroy Richardson, S.
Harrison street.
• • •
Sherdie Deboe, member of the
Dawson Springs police force, Was
a visitor here Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Nichols
and little son, Charles Allen,
Frederick, Md., are visiting his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Nichols, Star Route 6.
• • •
Mrs. Jimmy Coleman and son,
Johnny, Stanford, are visiting
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
J. W. McGough and brother,
Howard Mc Gough, Maple street.
Memorial Exercises For
Ernie Pyle Arranged
Okinawa--(IP)--Base command
memorial services for the late
Ernie Pyle, war correspondent
killed on le Shima last April
19, will be held tomorrow in the
military cemetery of that little
Ryukyu Island.
Headquarters of American for-
ces in the Western Pacific an-
nounqed that Sgt. Norman Por-
ter, former newspaper man in
Le Grande, Ore., would deliver
the memorial address.
Tomorrow marks the first an-
niversary of the American land-
ing on the little island west of
Okinawa. Pyle was killed by a
Japanese sniper while on a visit
to the lines shortly afterward.
Captain Coleman expects to be
discharged at Camp Atterbury
today and will jai% them here.
• • •
Miss Mary Nell Farmer, stud-
ent at MSTC, Murray, spent
last week-end with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Euen Farmer,
Franklin street.
• • •
Mrs. J. E. McMakin and chil-
dren, Frankfort, are visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
Richardson, S. Harrison street.
• • •
Mrs. Charles "Soni" Lester,
St. Louis, Mo., is visiting Mr.
and Mrs. J. B. Lester, Washing-
ton street.
Comic strips were first pub-
lished on back pages of Ameri-
can magazines during the latter
half of the 19th century.
"Abie's Irish Rose" played un-
der the name "Bloch of Chica-
In the 
Finest
Aradiro
LYNWOOD Set 235.00
Engagement RMg 223.00
ASHLEY Set 7475 ............
Engagement Ring 50.00
go" in France, and "Marr
in Triplicate" in England.
Wood for matches is saw
into planks two inches thick,
seasoned for two years, and the
sawed for match blocks.
e sa e
DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT RING
Pledged to each other, now and
forever. .. with the enduring symbol
of love — a "KEEPSAKE." This store,
as Authorized Keepsake Jewelers,
will help you select 'the right ring
with expert counsel. Come in for
FREE Etiquette Books on civilian and
military engagements and weddings.
Denham's Jewelry Store
Headquarters for Diamonds and Watches
EXTENDED PAYMENT
S
eastwi Puipia
MULTITUDINOUS are the words of prayer whi
ch will
reach heavenward this Easter. Many of 
us will say
a prayer apart—for the safe return o
f a loved one,
a son, or brother, or husband—for th
e healing of a
wounded dear one. Together we shall
 say one pray-
er for lasting peace following the U
nited Nations'
completo Victory. And we shall find 
our greatest
faith—particularly those of us whom the 
war has
bereft—in recalling His resurrection, f
or whom this
day is reborn each year!
REFINERY SALES CORP. SULA AN
D ELIZA NALL
KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS DR. W. L. C
ASH, MAYOR
C A. WOODALL INS. AGENCY C
ORN ICK OIL CO.
UN WSW
••/ Production of a year-round
.. food supply, coupled with a de-
crease in the consumption of
foods which will ship, such as
/ wheat and fats, were recommend-
ed to farm and rural people by
°I Miss Myrtle Weldon, state lead-
er of home demonstration work,
Kentucky College of Agriculture
and Home Economics, as a means
, of alleviating severe food short-/
;{ ages in other countries.
f•I tf Miss Weldon praised farm and
'1 rural families for having done an
t i
excellent job during the war in
I,.
Hi growing gardens and otherwise
I adding to the food supply. "How-
'  ever," she said, "the time of re-
...
1 laxation will not arrive until
I the agriculture of war ravagedia
countries has been at least par-
tially restored. Their immediate
, •i4, full production is impossible
, ,without seed, fertilizer and
;equipment, and with much of
thelr farm land mined or pork-
T. 
• Lemon Juice Recipe Checks
' Rheumatic Pain Quickly
If you suffer from rheumatic. arthri•
Vs or neuritia pram, try this simple
inexperyaive bone recipe that thousand.
umng. Get a package of Sofa
Compound. a 2 weeks' supply thilay.
it with a quart of air..ter, add the
once of 4 lemons. It. easy, pleasant
and no trouble at all. You need only 3
tablespoonful* tWO innee a day. Often
within 4$ hour. — rometime• over •
!, night 
— 
splendid result. are obtained.
U the fame do not quackly leave
and if you do not feel better. Itu,f
will coat you nothing to try a. it is
sold by your druggist under an abso-
lute toonerback guarantee.
Confound is for sale and recommended by
DAWSON'S DRUG STORE
Farmers Check On
Milk Production
E. E. Bailey of Greenup coun-
ty, who has completed a year 01
testing and weighing of milk
from individual cows to deter-
mine which are the most profi-
table to keep, has a purebred
Holstein which produced 13,589
pounds of milk and 435 pounds
of butterfat. His herd averaged
6,831 pounds of milk and 305
pounds of butterfat per cow.
Farm Agent John W. Irvine says
that the average production of
eight herds tested in the county
was 5,326 pounds of milk per
cow, and 247 pounds of butterfat.
In the first two years of its
life, the little blue heron is
white.
marked with bomb craters and
full of shrapnel. The more we
can produce, the more we can
release to meet these needs so
vital to building a lasting peace.
"Let us remember that it is
always good business for farm
families to produce their own
food supply in order to have the
best at minimum cost, assure
good nutrition, save money for
the purchase of conveniences,
improvements and comforts, and
to protect the family against
potential shortages.
"A year-round food supply is
the result of having a well plan-
ned garden, home poultry flock,
family cow, home butchered
meat, and such supplementary
products as are produced locally,
such as sorghum, meal, flour
and the like. It also entails con-
servation of foods by canning,
drying, freezing and storing."
OurLBusiless
We strive to show our appreciation for the Past
and Future Patronage by giving prompt and
Courteous Service.
(Ride-in:Insured Cabs)
501 PHONE  501
Henrietta Hotel
•
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
TRAIN WRECK — Ariel view of wrecked Western Pacific passenger train in northeastern Nev-
ada, in which two were killed and 58 injured. Dwellings nearby were also smashed. (AP
Wirephoto)
Pee illoyemferl et POISON OAS.
SCUM, Prtekly Seek iceberg.. tub.
leg Skim, Chigger on llessalte Woe.
Snap on Away !sea, Tired Sweaty
ISM. A osolbsi. metalas IMIes. Get
▪ bay•ben Obi or Si gaol. woo
laboosborlos. Illoessoo. Ama.
rHow women and girls
may get wanted relief
Vrotn functional poriodic pain
Cardul Is a liquid medicine which
many women say has brought relief
from the cramp-like agony and ner-
vous strain of functional periodie
distress. Hen's how It may help:
I Taken like a tonic.It should frUmulate
appehts. aid diger
tion.• thus help build re-
sistance for the "timer
to come.
LOOK Started 3 days be-
INTO fore your time'', it
should help relieve
pain due to purely func-
tional periodic causes.
Try Cerdul. If It helps, you'll
by glad. you
alma telcluaacad
to fix up the home,
repair the car,
buy seasonal clothing,
pay Easter bills and
meet other expenses of
the Spring season.
See or Profile as
jot a low,—
NOW.
INTERSTATE
Finance Corp. of Ky.
George A. Pottinger, Mgr.
Princeton, Kentucky
Saturday, April 20, 1946
Butler Auditorium
There will be a musical contest featuring Old Fiddlers,
String Bands and Guitars. The contest is open to all residents of
Caldwell and adjoining counties and the following prizes will be
given in cash:
Old Fiddler  1st prize, $25; 2nd prize, $10; 3rd prize $5
String Band  1st prize $12.50; 2nd prize $7.50
Guitar Solo  1st prize $10.00; 2nd prize $5.00
All persons interested in entering the contest are requested
to be at the Butler High School Auditorium by 630 o'clock Sat-
urday afternoon, April 20.
Sponsored by
Princeton Junior Chamber
Commerce
By Charles Chamberlain
(AP Newafeatures)
Hamburg—Max Schmeling, the
only fighter to knock out Joe
Louis, predicts that the Brown
Bomber will kayo Billy Conn in
less than ten rounds in their
world championship bout In June.
"I saw Conn fight Apostoli in
1939," says 40-year-old Schmel-
ing. "He's fast and clever but not
a hard hitter. I think the fight
will be over in less than ten
rounds. Louis will take a few
hits to get in his knockout punch
—but he will land it eventually
just like he did in the thirteenth
round when he last fought Conn.
A heavy hitter still has the best
chance in the ring."
Schmeling chilled Louis to win
a non-title bout in 1936, then in
a rematch two years later was
smashed to the canvas by Louis
in the first round. He returned
to Germany and not much was
heard of him until an announce-
ment by a German news agency
that he had been killed para-
chuting into Crete. In fact he
only injured his leg and eventu-
ally was discharged from the
service.
Having been refused a license
to enter the book publishing
business by British authorities,
Schmeling now is considering a
ring comeback. .He decided his
first step was to prove he had no
connection with Nazism during
the war and dislike of the Hit-
ler regime was his clear political
attitude. •
He presented authorities with a
large file of letters attempting
to prove among other things
that he was not an idol of Nazi
 \ youth during the war—a charge
 1 made by the British when, they
refused him a license to pub-
lish books for the reeducation
of German youth.
Among the letters is one from
an actor friend. Veit Harlan, who
attested he attended a speech
by Goebbels in 1943 during
which the minister of propo-
ganda said:
"We have got news of the
great theater-hero Max Schmel-
ing. He has on Crete turned out
to be a most lamentable coward.
It is true he jumped off with the
other men but after his jump he
kept back from all fighting ac-
tions under pretext of being
wounded, although the English
committed a fearful massacre
among his comrades. We know
from eye-witnesses that Schmel-
ing kept hidden under a large
rock and regarded from there
how his comrades were slaugh-
tered without joining the strug-
gle himself. Later he went with
his slight wound to a hospital. I
regret that Schmeling has re-
ceived the iron cross first class."
Schmeling says his name has
been cleared by a German de-
nazification panel and that his
file has now been forwarded for
final acceptance to British offi-
cials at Rhine Army headquar-
ters. If they approve, Schmeling
plans to go into training to fight
38-year-old Walter Neusel for
the German championship.
Schmeling knocked out Neusel
in 1934 to win the German title.
"My knee is all right now,"
says the graying Schmeling,
"and I could get into good con-
dition in a matter of weeks. I
didn't think I would fight again.
But that's about all there is left
for me to do."
To Send 4-H'ers
To National Camp
Each Kentucky county may
enter one boy and one girl in
competition for the selection of
four state delegates to the Na-
tional 4-H Club Camp in Wash-
ington, D. C., June 11-18, it is
announced from the University
of Kentucky College of Agri-
culture and Home Economics.
Each delegate must be at least
15 years old, live in the coun-
try, and have completed three
years of club work. Selection
will be made on the basis of
leadership, community service,
health and physical fitness.
Other 4-H club events an-
nounced for this spring include
Junior Week at the University
of Kentucky, Jung 10 to 14, and
the Blue Grass 4-H Utopia Club
fat lamb show and sale at Lex-
ington on June 22.
DEPENDABLE
INSURANCE
John E. Young Agt
Phone U
Princeton. Ky.
WWWWWWwWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW
NEW
ATOMIC
Ethyl Gas
184c
All
Taxes
Paid
KEROSENE 91/2¢
Princeton, Kentucky
;
Cattle Grubs Are
Costly To Farmers
Farmers in Kentucky have
long been used to seeing their
cattle high-tail it across the pas-
ture in late April or May, as
they are being chased by heel
flies. Although some dairymen
have noted an attendant loss in
milk production, many farmers
have failed to realize that the
grub causes severe pain to the
pnimal as well as considerable
damage to the hide and meat,
points out Dr. W. P. Garrigus,
head of the Department of Ani-
mal Industry at the Kentucky
College of Agriculture and Home
Economics. According to meat
packers, grubby cattle are worth
$8 less per head than those free
from grubs when killed.
Every heel fly is capable of
laying approximately 500 eggs on
the hairs of leg just above the
hoof. Within two to six days,
they* hatch into small worms
which penetrate the skin, causing
some pain. As they increase in
size during the following la
months, they work their way to
the back of an animal and, if
not killed, develop into what
wormers call "wolves," also
known as ox marbles or grubs.
Emerging through the skin, they
drop to the ground and hatch
into heel flies.
Tests indicate that cattle given
the grub treatment, which is
simple and inexpensive, gained
from a fourth to a half pound
more than untreated cattle dur-
ing the first 60 days following
treatment.
If neighboring farmers will
treat all their herds at the pro-
per time, which is just before
the grubs emerge from the backs
of the cattle, few if any heel
flies will bother that year, and
few will be found in the back
of the battle the following year.
Directions for treating grubby
cattle may be had from the of-
fices of county agents, or from
the college, Lexington.
SALEM
F. JONES NATIONAL
AGENT
107 So. Seminary
PHONE 401 PRINCETON
W. IL Johnson
J. Y. °Kennon
For Immediate
Delivery On
MONUMENTS
SEE OUR STOCK—THE
LARGEST IN WEST KY.
Paducah Granite
Marble, Stone Co.
402 South 3rd Street
Paducah, Kentucky
Phone 799
Thursday, April 18, 19
Radiators!
Is your car, truck or tr
tor radiator heating or It
lag?
If so, don't punish y,
motor further. Let us de
and repair it the modern we
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Sisk Motor Co.
10th and Clay St,
Phone 50
HOPK1NSVILLE
you have not recently adjusted your in-
surance coverage to meet the present high cost
of construction and replacement the chances are
100 to 1 that you are UNDERINSURED. In event
of a loss the penalty for under-insurance may
be severe.
For your own protection this is what we
recommend that you do:
1. Check thoroughly to determine today's value
of your dwelling or building.
2. Compare this with the amount of insurance
you now carry.
3. If No. 1 is materially higher than No. 2, get
in touch with us immediately so that we can
advise you what to do.
By taking prompt action in this matter you
may avoid serious financial loss in the event
of a fire.
Potted Plants
for
EASTER
Order or come and
select yours now!
Hydrangeas - Easter Lillies
Callas - Yellow Callas
Primrose - Geraniums
Begonias - Mixed Boxes
and Metal Plant Stands
Cut Blossoms - 'better to order early'
Roses - Carnations - Snapdragons - Gladolias
Corsages in - Roses - Gardenia - Orchids
and Carnations
A. H. Templeton
103-J Florist 103-W
y, April 18, 1
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Kentucky Derby
Facts And Figures
(AP Newstea t um)
Louisville, Ky.—Facts and fig-
ures on the 72nd running of the
Kentucky Derby:
Date—May 4, 1946.
Place—Churchill Downs, Louis-
ville, Ky.
Purse—$100,000 added money.
Distance—One and one-fourth
miles.
Number of eligibles-149 colts,
geldings and fillies.
Probable number of starters-
10 to 16.
Cost of nominations—$50.
Cost to start—$1,000.
Value to Winner—In excess of
$75,000, depending on number
of starters.
Second place value
--$10,000.
Third place—$5,000.
Fourth place—$2,500.
Other distribution—trainers of
first, second and third horses
get $3,000, $2,000 and $1,000, re-
spectively; breeders of first
three horses get $2,000, $1,000 and
$500, respectively.
INNS RNSOCIJIC
TUNS Stori
MOTO PARTS
SAMSON
PAINTS Every
Oerd Fipnn Item
Oil Guaranteed
Phone 212 Princeton, Hy
ursday, April 18, 1946
bor For Harvest
ill Be Scarce
xpressing fear that harvest
•r may again be short in
lucky, William B. Ball,
te farm labor supervisor at the
lege of Agriculture and Home
nomics, Lexington, urged
mers to bcgin at once to
ke plans to obtain house
rkers.
• isoners of war will not be
re to help with this crop
ar, Mr. Ball warned. Last
ar prisoners helped on a large
mber of farms and furnished
total of 151,139 man-days.
ey helped matenially with
ntucky's big tobacco crop, he
ted.
Indications are that crop pro-
ction will be as large if not
ger in Kentucky this year,
. Ball said. At the same time,
e outlook for farm labor is
t encouraging he declared.
Farmers who will require
lp at harvest time should place
era well in advance of their
• for workers with mita•
ents the state labor supervisor
ggested.
It is estimated that an acre of
eadowland contains some 15,-
00 insects.
Put sweetpotatoes in the oven
kettle without peeling and
u will save vitamins.
Cook peas with the lid on.
ey will cook faster and re-
n their original green color.
Telephone Service
MORE equipment—more people—more of every-
thing is being added as fast as possible to furnish
more and better service.
During the year, central office equipment and
other types of telephone plant will be added in
nearly every plate served by us. In many other
places new buildings will have, to be constructed or
enlarged and equipment Installed, before those now
waiting for telephones can be served.
In the meantime, central offices are crowded with
more calls than ewer before. A• • result, you may
sometimes experience delays on your calla.
When that happens, you can help by answering
your telephone promptly and when you make a call
by giving the other party at least a minute's time
to answer before hanging up. It will also help if you
will always make sure of the number by looking it
up in the directory before making • call.
Telephone folks are trying hard to give you good
service with a untie and appreciate your cooperation.
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
INC011.0111A YID
MAGNA
CUM LAUDE
trder40 46
You're looking at a graduate of a new school—the
first of its kind, so far as we know. Its purpose:
to make Illinois Central dining tar craftsmen the
finest in the business.
For veterans, the school is already providing
"refresher" courses to aharpen any war-dulled
knack for swift, skillful, courteous service.
For others, it will be a full-time alma meter, teach-
ing by demonstration and practice every phase of
dining car operation—from preparing Shrimps
Creole to servings cup of coffee.
This school, with facilities Including a complete
dining ear kitchen and tables, is further evidence
of the Illinois Central's determination to provide
you transportation se, and to MN. The Illinois
Central intends to eons your condoned patronage
and friendship.
W. A. JOHNSTON
Notables
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Recommends Rape
AVALANCHES OF WATER OVERWHELM HILO'S HARBOR
— The appalling power of tidal waves is graphically illustrated
in these two on the spot pictures taken at Hilo about 7:20 a.m.
April 1. In top view, a tremendous wave overwhehns Pier 1 at
Kuhio wharf and has rushed on inland. Arrow points to a man,
caught in the torrent of water, and now undoubtedly dead. In
lower photo, the wave that followed 'the one shown in top pic-
ture—not so large, but still submerging the wharf deck. (AP
Wirephoto)
Fescue Field Day
At Arvin Farm
Two hundred acres of Ken-
tucky 31 Fescue grass growing
under all kinds of conditions
and of different ages will be
can by farmers attending a Ken-
tucky 31 Fescue Field Day held
at Arvin Bros. Farm, Christian
county, Thursday, April 25, at
1:30 p.m., County Agent J. F.
Graham said.
Mr. Graham said that 31 Fes-
cue is a new grass which holds
exceptional promise as a pasture
grass. It is reported by exper-
ienced growers to make a better
sod than blue grass and out
grows orchard grass.
The first seeding made by
Arvin Bros. was in the Fall of
1941. Additional seedings have
been made each year. Those at-
tending the Field Day may ob-
serve complition of stands and
growth of the various seedings,
Mr. Graham said.
He said a number of farmers
of the county are expected to
attend.
Derby Horse Named
For Sports Writer
(Ky. ,—(irP)-- Bob
Murphy, Kentucky Derby, eligi-
ble and winner of the Arkansas
Derby, was named for the sports
editor of the Detroit Times.
Dave Ferguson, Detroit sports-
man and owner of the chestnut
colt, has another winner he
named for Buck Weaver, turf
writer for the Louisville Times.
Buck Weaver, however, is not
eligible for the derby.
Packing carrots in layers of
clean, moist sawdust results in
the least rot and shrinkage.
If an old lining wears out, It
can be used as a pattern in cut-
ting a new lining.
At the age of 13 Stephen Fos-
ter composed a waltz for a
uartette of flutes.
Everybody reads The Leader!
Monuments
In all price ranges.
See us before buying.
John Davis & Son
-.411111111.11111111111
BABY CHICKS
and
STARTED CHICKS
U. S. APPROVED
PULLORUM CONTROLLED
READY FOR DELIVERY
PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW
Pennyrile Hatchery
212 W. 7th St. Phone 604
MR. and MRS. H. B. BAKER,
Managers
Hopkinsville, Ky.
fn
Hopkinsville
scarson
for
omen's
ear
I no° rpOrated
exclusively yours
Golfs New Hotshot
Camera Eye Herman
By Wilbur Jennings
(AP Nowsfeaturips)
Miami, Fla.—Herman Keiser,
the Akron, Ohio, golf profes-
sional who won the recent Mas-
ters tourney, seems to have re-
gained his putting eye after 37
months in the Navy, 31 of them
aboard a light cruiser.
"I think I'm getting the touch
back," he said. "My best year
was in 1942, just before I enter-
ed the service, when I was eighth
money winner. I've got a lot of
lost time to make up and maybe
I can do it before this year is
over."
The year of 1942 which Keiser
claims was his best saw him
pair with Chandler Harper, of
Portsmouth, Va., to win Miami's
International four-all tourna-
ment.
Before going into the Navy,
Keiser was known as "Camera
Eye" Herman around the greens.
He had a knack for getting the
ball into the hole at the right
time and from good distances.
He got out of the Navy in
time to tie Ben Hogan in the
Phoenix Open the past winter
at 273, which was 11 under par
and equaled the tournament rec-
ord at Phoenix. However, Little
Ben finished first in the playoff.
That's probably why Keiser was
rooting for Hogan to get a birdie
3 or a 5 on the final hole in the
Masters. Herman didn't want a
playoff.
The ex-sailor was fourth in the
Texas Open and seventh in the
St. Petersburg, Fla., Open. When
the pros left Florida in March,
Keiser was among the year's
first six money winners.
Keiser has been playing golf
since he was 13 years old. He
was born in Springfield, Mo.,
Oct. 7, 1914. As an amateur, he
copped numerous state and local
tournaments and finished sec-
ond to Craig Wood in the Louis-
ville, Ky., open in 1934.
A meeting with Horton Smith
in 1935 caused Keiser to turn pro.
He has been associated with the
Firestone Country Club since
1941, and has been married four
years.
Specialist Advises
Buying Good Plants
Buy the best vegetable or
flower plants that are available
—they are the cheapest in the
long run, says Prof. N. R. El-
liott, of the Kentucky College
of Agriculture and Home Eco-
nomics. Strong sturdy plants
should have well developed root
systems and uncrushed sterns.
Plants injured in pulling seldom
outgrow the damage.
To avoid injury to the plant
while it is being set, it should
be held looscly by the leaves
rather than by the stem. If it
is watered, loose soil should be
sprinkled over the surface to
keep the area from baking and
forming a hard mass around the
roots. Although early setting of
flower plants results in early
blooms, it is advisable to wait
until the soil is in good condi-
tion and all danger of killing
frost is past.
Vitamin K is recommended as
a routine adjunct to quinine
and other anti-malarials.
Gunpowder was introduced in
warfare in the early part of the
14th century.
The printing press was In-
vented the about middle of the
15th century.
List..:. "Oro
Woman', Opia-
te." reek Lew
Sergi.. Evrry
Monday M•r•-
ing, Auspice.
Broadcasting
Ce.., co:et A.M..
Ear.
Not just non-drying
..this wonderful supers
fatted soap actually softens
-your skin, smoothes it, helps it
Maintain the oil balance it needs
, for that velvety look and feel.
• That's because It's so extra
rich In lanolin, the oils that
act so Ilke the natural oils of your
skin. 3 cakes for 504,
Wood Drug Store
For Hog Pasture
Dwarf Essex rape makes good
hog pasture—almost as good as
alfalfa and better than clovers,
says H. G. Sellards of the Col-
lege of Agriculture and Home
Economics. A good stand will
make abundant grazing for 20 to
30 pigs to the acre. Arce for
acre, it is almost equal to corn
in feeding value, and costs much
C. A. Woodall
Insurance Agency
Established
1907
"Not For A Day, But
For All Time."
We Stay and Pay
"When you buy insur-
ance from this Agency,
you are bringing secur-
ity home.
oloo\FAL.w,, 4
'41 rim,: taw alio
less to produce, about six weeks. It should
Eight pounds or more of seed be allowed to become too ma-
are usually sown to the acre on ture before turning in the pig.
a well-prepared seedbed. It is
usually ready for the hogs in Everybody reads The Leader!
Will come each Monday to pick up laundry and
return each Saturday.
Dry Wash  Per Lb. 5¢
Finished Work  Per Lb. 16¢
Shirts  Each 120
For service, call or write —
Ray's Laundry
Marion, Ky.
Phone 223-.1
NEW BEAUTIFUL
LIME.PROOF COLORS
for Walls and Ceilings of Living Rooms, Dining
Rooms, Bedrooms, Hallways.
• Rooms decorated with FLAT-
LUX look better because of
the oil-base.
• The beautiful colors dry quick-
ly to a fiat, non-glare finish.
One Coat covers most any
interior surface . . . plaster
... wallboard ... wallpaper.
Only 2.65 PER GAL.
t1EW BEAUTY WITH PATTERSON-SA*01NT PAINT*
• Easy to wash and keep clean
with soap and water.
• Costs no more than water
paints because of its extra
spreading . . . One Gallon
will do average room.
McGough Paint & Wallpaper Store
"The Complete Paint Store"
N. Court Sq. Phone 672
Pasteurized
MILK
Our cap on a bottle of
pasteurized milk is your
guarantee of purify, sani-
tation and quality.
is health insurance/ Serve
it at every meal. Your
family will not only enjoy
the creamy texture and
delicious taste of our pure,
rich pasteurized milk, but
they will thrive on it. Ar-
range to have a quart or
more in your refrigerator
at all times. It's perfect as
a beverage with in-be-
tween meal snacks.
Phone 161
Pogo Eight THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
7 Weeks' Course
Ends At Butler
Adults Discuss Teen
Topics With Boys
And Girls
Pupils of teen ages at Butler
High School recently concluded
a series of seven weeks of in-
struction on topics selected by
the YMCA, in which they were
;II led by adult advisors each Tues-
day for one hour.
Topics were: What About Go-
ing Steady?; How Late shall we
,stay out nights?; What about
our jobs?; How can I best serve
my country?; Shall we forgive
our enemies?; Who is my neigh-
bor?; and God is my Co-pilot.
Adult advisors who met with
girls' classes regularly included
Mrs. Alene Akin, Mrs. Frank
Wylie, Mrs. H. C. Russell, Mrs.
.a. Elbert McCaslin, Mrs. A. G. Bat-
a& n 1.er and Mrs. Sam 0. Catlett.
c-4; Mrs. F. T. Linton, Mrs. J. J.
ttosenthal and Miss Pamelia Gor-
don were extras.
; Advisors meeting with boys'
I, classes were W. D. Armstrong,
H. G. M. Hatter,. Rev. Mr. Hall,
Frank Wood, with J. F. Graham,
J. K Sims, K. V. Bryant, C. A.
Horn, Russell Goodaker, H. J.
Watson and Rurnsey Taylor as
extras.
The alfalfa plant has a long
(tap root system which penetrates
I deeply into the soil, and enables
the plant to secure nourishment
A n d moisture beyond the reach
.4 other crops.
Thomas S. Rhea Dies
At Russellville Home
Russellville, April 17—Thomas
S. Rhea, 74, widely known State
Democratic politician and Sec-
ond Congressional district party
leader, died at his home here
Tuesday afternoon. He had been
In ill health for six months and
had been confined to his bed
since last Friday.
17 From Princeton
Attend Youth Round-Up
Thirteen boys and girls and
four adults of the First Christian
Church attended the Pennyroyal
District Christian Youth Fellow-
ship Round-Up at Earlington
Christian Church Sunday after-
noon as follows: Billy Glenn
Cartwright, Gerald Winters,
Barbara Sue Graham, Marietta
Stallins, Sue Darnell, Twyman
Boren, Larry Pedley, Mrs. George
Stephens, Mrs. Louis Boren, Mrs.
Thomas Winters, J. F. Graham,
Norma Sue Cartwright, Anna
Lee Darnell, Wilma Prince, Dor-
la Dean Stallings, Bobby- Boren
and Martha Lee May.
Returns To Mississippi
Miss Joyce Farmer, Clarksdale,
Miss., spent last week-end with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Euen
Farmer, Franklin street. She
took part in the B.T.U. program
during her stay here.
On Buying Trip
Hillery Barnett left Tuesday
for St. Louis, Mo., where he is
buying merchandise for Gold-
namer's Store. He will return
Friday.
Want a full College Course
WITH TUITION PAID?
Here's important news for
young men 17 and over. Under
the GI Bill of Rights, if you
enlist in the U.S. Army for 3
years upon your discharge you
will be entitled to 48 months of
education in the college, trade
or business school of your own
choice. Tuition up to $500 per
ordinary school year will be
paid. And you will receive $65
monthly living allowance—$90
if you are married. Get the
facts at your nearest U.S. Army
Recruiting Station.
Local U. S. Army Recruiting Station
Located in the Odd Fellows Hall
This ad sponsored by
Stevens Chevrolet Co.
Phone 83
Ara
LAST SMILE — Laszlo Endre, found guilty of persecution and torture of many Jews in Hun-
gary during the war, wears broad smile as he is placed against an execution post to await the
-arrangement of a noose rthout his neck in Budapest. At left the body of Laszlo Baky, convicted
with Endre, hangs from a post. (AP Wirephoto)
Classified Ads
FOR TRUCKING and Hauling
call William S. Guess at 338-J,
Service Cab Co., opposite
Princeton Hotel and I. C. De-
pot. 1 tc
JUST RECEIVED a shipment of
Easter dresses $6.20 to $12.98.
Federated Stores
FOR SALE—Oldsmobile, 4-door
sedan. Tires good, motor in
good condition. Call 338-J,
Service Cab Co., opposite
Princeton Hotel and I. C. De-
pot. 1 tc
LOST—Ladies' light green suit
with tan lining in suit box
near Helm's Hatchery about
8 p.m. Saturday night. Return
to Princeton Leader for $5
reward. It
FOR SALE — Pure Toggenburg
milk goat; fresh. Otis Stephens,
Wood St. ltp
ORDER CHICKS LOCALLY—
Avoid delays in delivery. See
the chicks you are buying.
Book orders now. Hatching
every Tuesday and Saturday.
Blood-tested, U. S. Approved,
Pullorum controlled. Para-
mount Hatchery, Eddyville,
Ky. Phone 3062. ti
BUY CHICKS LOCALLY—Avoid
chilling. Place orders now.
Hatching every Tuesday and
Saturday. All popular breeds
from carefully selected flocks.
Paramount Hatchery, Eddy-
vile, Ky. Phone 3062.
FOR SALE — Pre - Fabricated
Buildings. Ideal for Summer
cottages, Tourist camps, farm
buildings, etc. Can be erected
in 4 hours. Write E. E. Steff,
Madisonville, Ky. 2t
FOR SALE—Living room
and maple bedroom
Phone 465.
suite
suite
ltp
sea and blouses on display at
my home. 506 Washington
street. Mrs. J. D. Stephens.
HELM'S pullorum controlled
chicks—immediate delivery—
holder four worlds' records
—brooding bulletins—Helm's
HATCHERY— across from
hitchyard—Princeton.
WANTED FARM SALESMAN--
Experience not necessary. Pre-
ference given to applicants
located in small towns or on
trunk highways age 21 to 60.
Write J. W. Vorhis, Supervis-
or, 1796 Arcade Bldg., St.
Louis, Mo. 2tp
FOR SALE-2-room house and
large lot, 204 Baldwin Ave.
Can be seen at any time. ltp
JUST RECEIVED from New
York a shipment of Ruth Bar-
ry maternity dresses sizes 9 to
20. Prices $6.20 to $8.98. Fed-
erated Stores
WANT TO RENT: 3-room apart-
ment, modern. Box 225 Prince-
ton, Ky. ltp
FOR SALE —Apartment house.
Mrs. Willie Smith Mitchell,
506 E. Market St. ltp
JUST RECEIVED a shipment of
piece goods including seer-
sucker, spun rayon, cotton
spuns, Benyaline, and cotton
• prints. Prices 49c to $1.49. Fed-
erated Stores.
FOR SALE — F-20 Tractor on
new rubber; lights and genera-
tor; 7-foot disc; 7-foot mounted
mower; power-lift cultivator
with disc and shovels. Annie
Dean McElroy. 1 tp
WE have Sour and Dill pickles
in gallon and quart size jars
Cash's Cash Store. Phone 493. 2t
kUCTION SALE-10-room house;
8 building lots, Saturday, April
20, just out of city limits on
North Main St., Hopkinsville,
at 1 p.m. Phone 1471-W.
Rosco Pyle.
FOR SALE — Brand new out-
board motor; can be seen at
Basil Haile's Garage. 2tp
Warm Springs Gets
$560,000 FDR Insurance
New York—VP)--The Warm
Springs Foundation has received
$560,000 from life insurance
policies carried on the late Presi-
dent Roosevelt, Executive Secre-
tary Raymond Taylor of the
foundation said today.
Predicts Republicans
Will Win Senate Race
Louisville—AP—U. S. Senator
W. A. Stanfill declared here
Tuesday that Republicans expect
to carry Kentucky in the Senate
race next fall, gain a seat in
the House from the Third dis-
trict and possibly gain House
seats from the Seventh and
Eighth districts.
3 West Ky. Coal Firms
File Suits Against NMW
Madisonville—(IP)—Three coal
mining companies in the West
Kentucky field Monday filed
suit asking for injunctions against
officers ,of the United Mine
Workers union to restrain them
from interfering with operation
of the companies' strike-bound
mines.
Masonic Meeting
Clinton Lodge No. 82 will hold
a called meeting 7 p.m. April
19th, 1946, to confer the second
degree. Brothers take notice.
Visiting brothers welcome.
Earl Adams, Master
G. W. Towery, Secretary
Everybody reads The Leader!
WE have plenty of spring clip
clothes pins as long as they
last. Cash's Cash Grocery 2t
DON A DONCASTER and be
well dressed. See the Spring
and Summer Doncaster dres-
VRIDS YOUR LAWN
OF UGLY WEEDS
WEED NO MORE
itiactic Weed kiiieit
Destroys Ugly Weeds but Won't
Harm Common Lawn Grasses!
NO MORE back-breaking digging! Destroy ugly leafy weeds
with WEED-NO-MORE!
The 8-ounce lawn-size package treats 1600 square feet! Now
you can enjoy a beautiful weed-free lawn for only $11
WEED-NO-MORE kills dandelion, plantain and other ugly weeds
—yet won't injure soil.
Get it today! Rid your lawn of ugly weeds for only $1. Just
spray on.. . WEED-NO-MORE!
EED NO MORE
l'Hh AMAZING NEW WEED KILLER
Made by The Sherwin-Williams Co. Cleveland, Ohio
red Hardware Co.
Phan* 321
SAW OP TO 50%
Get a Genuine
WIZARD DeLUXE
only $675 exch.
These sizes in stock
700x20- 10 ply 44.85
825x20 63.90
900x20 76.30
550x18 $11.65
OTHER SIZES
ARRIVING WEEKLY
All prices plus tax
G.l. Size
atae
The Magic
Wall Finish
Rona' Painter
Reg. $3.34
Both Only
59
gal.
This Week!
Western Auto
Associate Store
Board To Perfect
Conservation Plan
Field Agent To Meet
With Supervisors Here
Tuesday, Apr. 23
W. G. Survant, field agent in
soils from the Extension Service,
Lexington, will meet with the
board of supervisors of the Cald-
well County Soil Conservation
District at 1:30 o'clock Tuesday,
April 23, at the courthouse, to
assist in formulating a work
program and a work plan for
operation of the Caldwell Coun-
ty Soil Conservation District, J.
F. Graham, county agent, said.
Representatives of all agricul-
tural agencies operating in Cald-
well county have been invited
to attend this meeting.
The district's work program
will show soil and erosion con-
ditions of the county, conserva-
tion problems for which the
supervisors expect to formulate
a solution, and what the super-
visors will try to accomplish.
The district's work plan will
show conservation practices to
be used by the district to ac-
complish the objectives listed in
the program, what the district
will do to obtain more general
application of these practices,
assistance the various agricul-
tural agencies will give to the
district and how the work will
be started and carried out in co-
operation with individual farm-
ers.
Sadino Clover Grown By
Mrs. Annie D. McElroy
County Agent J. F. Graham
recommends that farmers of the
county observe the growth of a
five acre plot of Sadino clover
on the farm of Mrs. Annie D.
McElroy, Ky. Highway 91, Cri-
der community. The plot is on
the highway near the drive way
entrance. Sadion clover is very
much like our white clover ex-
cept for its exceptional rank
growth. It is sometimes called
"Giant White Clover." It is
especially suited for pasture
mixtures, Mr. Graham said.
Lieut. J. Elliot Baker
Is U. S. Army Physician
First Lieut. John Elliot Baker,
son of Mrs. H. A. Keach, Hop-
kinsville, and a former resident
here, recently finished his in-
terneship at Touro Infirmary,
New Orleans, and is now attach-
ed to the Army Hospital at
Sheppard Field, Wichita Falls,
Tex.
The beaver has two kinds of
hair. Its under hair is short,
thick, silky and of great com-
mercial value, but its upper hair
is long and coarse and is re-
moved before the skins are plac-
ed on the market.
Thursday, April 18, 19
Geologists believe U. S. coal The barometer aqd the
reserves represent a 3,000 year mometer were developed in
supply. 17th century.
Coal was not mined commer- The cacao tree is a fruit-
daily in the United States until ing evergreen which growl
1750. heights of 20 to 40 feet.
For Sale or Trade
Restaurant with new, modern
fixtures, fully equipped.
•
See or Call
Wm G. Pickering
PHONE 22
Chairs Needed
If you have.a straight chair that you
can spare will you give it to the hm
pita!?
One is needed for each patient's
room; also some rockers for the sun
r00171.
If you can deliver your chair, please
do so; if not phone 39 and it will be
sent out.
Eliza Nall
Member of Hospital Board.
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Loving Cup Coffee
THE COFFEE WITH THE WONDERFUL FLAVOR
pound 21 ft 3 for 59ft
Red Cross Macaroni and
SPAGHETTI 7 oz. pkg. ott
JOHNSON'S PEANUT in
BUTTER 16 oz. jar 29(
CLEVELAND WALL PAPER
CLEANER 12 oz. can 80% 3 for 23(
Pamurs PORK AND
BEANS 21 oz. can 12/(
TEXSUN GRAPE FRUIT fl
JUICE 46 oz. can 29(
(from pink grape fruit)
ATEX
TOMATOES 19 oz. can llf
ALL PURPOSE
LIME 10 lb. bag 11(
NO. 33 LAUNDRY
BLEACH quart bottle 10it
MARSHMALLOW
PUFF CAKES bulk lb. 23‘
CARMEL CREAM
CAKES bulk lb. 25(
PENN CHAMP MOTOR
OIL, 2 gal. can, tax incl.
(2500 Mlle guarantee)
SNACKS CARAMEL
CORN package 8ft
BALLARD (ready to bake)
BISCUITS, can 9ft
BLOCK
SALT, 50 lb. 45
Camptown Blanched Virginia
PEANUTS, bulk lb. 35(
PURE
MUSTARD, quart jar 12(
14etat luats and %Wallies
FRESH TOMATOES, pound 29¢
HEAD LETTUCE, 5 dozen size,  head 10¢
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME
RED FRONT
CASH 6; CARRY STORES
Home-Owned and Operated by
JOE P. WILCOX
PRINCETON
Listen to "BING SING'S" Daily and Sunday, over W.S.O.N. at 9:00 A.M.
jar
29¢
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esults Of Home
emonstration To
e Pointed Out
Work Based On Needs
Of Rural Folk Of Ken-
tucky To Be Stressed
May 5 To 12
In observance of National
ome Demonstration Week, May
to 12, Miss Myrtle Weldon,
ate leader of home demonstra-
n work, Kentucky College of
riculture and Home Economics,
lots out some of the results
the program carried by home
eats, specialists and supervis-
in 66 counties in the State.
Home demonstration work in
entucky, based on the problem
rural people and determined
them, is given through organ-
Homemakers' clubs with a
embership of 16,347; of that
ber 11,209 members served
leaders. More than 110,260
ving adopted Amprovements
rm and rural families report
home and family living last
ar. The spread of information
•m neighbor to neighbor can
arcely be estimated, said Miss
eldon. As during the war,
being stressed, but in addi-
e gardering and conservation
it, homemakers are interested
housing, health and consumer
oblems.
As a result of food conserve-
n, 65 million quarts of food
re canned and 64 million bush-
of vegetables were stored.
insure safety in canning and
save time, homemakers bought
,000 pressure canners, Diets
re imporved in 28,797 fami-
through greater use of milk
d eggs.
In 35 counties, homemakers
imated they saved $156,028 by
ing, repairing, cleaning and
ing articles of clothing; they
6,203 sewing machines in
running order and made
remodeled 197,000 garments
Cancer is a disorderly and un-
trolled growth of cells in
e parts of the body.
WREATH FOR FDR'S GRAVE
— President Harry S. Truman, accompanied by Mrs. Roosevelt,
places a wreath on the grave of former president Franklin De-
lano Roosevelt in ceremonies, at Hyde Park, N. Y., on the first
anniversary of the late president's death. (AP Wirephoto)
$298 Advanced To
Caldwell Veterans
At a meeting of the executive
committee of the local Red Cross
Chapter at the First National
Bank Wednesday morning,
George Eldred, campaign chair-
man for the annual Red Cross
Drive, reported a total of $5,-
246.80 donated here.
Mrs. Tom Cash, Jr., reported
$298 lent to service men and
their families.
The group discussed emergen-
cy overseas relief, whit% was re-
ferred to Mrs. Frank Wylie and
Contract Let For
Slaughters Road
A contract was awarded last
week by the Kentucky Depart-
ment of Highways to Ralph E.
Mills Company, Frankfort, to
grade and drain 5 miles of the
Madisonville-Slaughters road on
State Route 147. The bid was
$16,497.59. All of the construc-
tion is in Hopkins county.
the Rev. J. Lester McGee.
Present were Mrs. J. J. Rosen-
thal, chairman; Mesdames F. K.
Wylie, W. D. Armstrong, Tom
Cash, Jr., J. D. Stephens, and
Henry Sevison and George
Eldred.
You are a good manager if you can make
your budget Provide the necessities of life, a few'
luxuries, and save a little for rainy days, too. Do all your buying
where you get the most for your dollar ... at Sears! Shop the
modern catalog way and SAVE!
CRAFTSMAN GARDEN HOSI
A heavy pruner mad* of strong
aluminum with handles curved for
*tau grip. 1 Y4 in. high carbon steal
bled*. Combines streng*,with light
weight. No. 9 E 8648.
It's back again! Our finest quality garden
hose, so strong, so super-tough that we can
guarantee it for a full ten years! Now is
the time to gel all your spring gardening
needs at Sears low prices. Hose is Vs in. in
diameter (inside measurement) and maroon
in color. No. 99 E 06 9 27
Gardon-Muster Safi%
Choose the seeds you need from
those illustrated above and save on
Aim quantity prices. All packets
or* regular 10c sizes.
20 or more 
My 12 to 19 6;10.
Any 6 to 1 1 7.•
Any 3 to 5   ea,
No. 61 £47001
50 H.
Length
Spading Fork
1.29
Craftsman quality spading fork
with fnur Ii-Inch pointed tines.
Meat Scented for strength, it has a
30.inch selected hardwood handle.
04o. 99E08261.
STURDY CRAFTSMAN GARDEN HOE, 4Vs foot handl* 
GARDEN.MASTER SUPERFINE LAWN SEED, Sears finest
CRAFTSMAN GARDEN RAKE, 14 tooth head, 5 foot handle
GARDFN.MASTER All PURPOSE PLANT POOD, 50 lbs. 1 
08c
lb 73t
 98c
59
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Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, April 18, 1946
Tribute To Great Leader
Paid In Many Lands;
Truman Dedicates
Estate As Shrine
(By Associated Pres.)
The memory of Franklin D.
Roosevelt was freshened by trib-
utes in many lands Friday—the
first anniversery of the war lead-
er's passing.
President Truman led the
American obserVance with a re-
newed pledge to "carry forward
policies, foreign and domestic,"
the underlying principles and
of his renowned predecessor.
In Washington and foreign
capitals, words of praise and re-
spect were spoken, while Mr.
Truman journeyed to the grave-
side of Mr. Roossevelt at Hyde
Park, N. Y., to take part in ex-
ercises dedicating his home as a
national shrine.
• Speaker Rayburn (D
-Texas)
said Mr. Roosevelt is his days
was "the foremost man of all on
the earth," in a speech conclud-
ing an hour of eulogy in the
House. A similar session of trib-
ute was held in the Senate with
Majority Leader Barkley (D-Ky.)
the chief speaker. A Repub-
lican, Rep. Ramey of Ohio told
the House: "Franklin D. Roose-
velt loved his enemies; there-
fore he has lost them."
Prime Minister Attlee of Great
Britain, in a telegram to Presi-
dent Truman, called Mr. Roose-
velt "a great man whose wise
and purposeful leadership con-
tributed so much to the victory
of the United Nations."
In Russia, the official Soviet
organ Pravda published an edi-
torial entitled "In Memory of the
Great President, Mr. Roosevelt."
In Madrid, the Spanish Falange
newspaper Arriba editorially
praised Mr. Roosevelt's part in
the latest world War and printed
his picture on the first page.
A special congressional session
was arranged in Mexico City for
eulogistic speeches and to hear a
message from President Truman
read by Raymond H. Geist, U. S.
charge d'affaires.
Chairman Vincent Auriol of
France's constituent assembly
said that "with peace building
painfully," Mr. Roosevelt's loss
today "seems even greater to
us." The assembly observed a
minute of silent tribute.
Two thousand Argentine troops
took part in a tribute ceremony
in Buenos Aries. President Edel-
miro Farrell led a procession from
government house.
The Brazilian parliment dedi-
cated a session to Mr. Roosevelt's
memory. A bronze bust of the
late United States President was
dedicated in a foreign office
ceremony in Rio De Janeiro.
A huge parade was held in
Athens, Greece, and later a ceno-
taph to Mr. Roosevelt's memory
was unveiled in the center of
the Athens cathedral.
At Warm Springs, Ga., where
M4-. Roosevelt died a year ago,
infantile patients in whose behalf
he gave many years of effort
arranged a memorial ceremony
in a chapel decorated with,
flowers they picked.
State To Get Three
New Radio Statiions
Washington —(IP)— The Com-
munications Commission h a s
authorized operation of these
new broadcasting stations:
Madisonville (Ky.) Broadcast-
ing Co., Inc., new station, 730
kilocycles, 250 watts power, day-
time hours.
Middlesboro (Ky.) Broadcast-
ing Company, new station, 145
kilocycles, 250 watts power, un-
limited time.
Paducah (Ky.) Newspapers,
Inc., new station, 800 kilocycles,
one kilowatt power, daytime
hours.
5.
Bridging The Gap
Bern—(W)-.—The Swiss federa
council has approved a progra
under which wartime govern-
ment employes, now discharged,
will draw half their salaries from
the government for a six-mon
trial period in private employ-
ment.
B.P.O. ELKS
Regular Meeting
April 18th
I (KLOCK —LODGE ROOM
AU ***others Plan to Attend
Lexington Editor In
Demand As Candi-
date For Governor
Thomas R. Underwood, editor
of the Lexington Herald and one
of the foremost Democrats of
Kentucky for years, was sug-
gested for Governor in 1947, at
the annual Eighth District Jef-
ferson Day Dinner, held at More-
head last Friday night. Congress-
man Joe Bates, who introduced
Editor Underwood as principal
speaker for the event, made the
suggestion.
Editor UnderwoOd is a native
of Hopkinsville, the son of a
widely known editor of the era
just past. He was chairman of
the State Central and Executive
Committee when Keen Johnson
was Governer and has a wide
following among Democrats all
over the State. He is a past
president of the Kentucky Press
Association and is noted as
among the State's most gifted
speakers.
"Tom would grace the Chief
Executive's chair at Frankfort,"
Bates said. "Both my constitu-
ents and I, who have seen so
much of his ability, wonder why
LONESOME BULL IN STOCKYARDS
With cattle receipts April 11, down to 4,000, lowest in three
Chicago, Ill., was empty except for a single bull at the time this
years, section of stockyards at
picture was made. (AP Photo)
Tom R. Underwood Seen Higher Prices For
As Democrats' Best Bet Berries Predicted
Purchase Crop Will
Start Ripening About
May 1, Belief
Thos. R. Underwood
he doesn't let us and the world
have some of the good thin
we see of him daily."
Underwood made no reference
to the matter as he responded
with a speech extolling Jeffe -
son, Wilson and Roosevelt, and
castigating the Republican Ad-
ministration of Governor Simeon
Willis and the Governor's ap-
pointment of William A. Stanfill
(Please turn to Page Five)
(By Associated Press)
Paducah — Suspension of the
ceiling price on fresh strawber-
ries announced last weekend,
will cause the West Kentucky
berry crop to bring from $8 to
$9 a crate during the peak of
the sales season this year, L. R.
Wren, president of the McCrack-
en County Strawberry Growers
Association, predicted today.
"There is little doubt our ber-
ries will bring a better price
than they did last year, when
the top price was fixed at $7.90
a crate during the West Ken-
tucky harvest," Wren said.
The strawberry season in
Western Kentucky usually starts
about May 15, but growers said
today they expected the berries
to start ripening about May 1
this year.
The name comet is derived
from the Greek and Latin words
for hair—from a fancied resem-
blance between the tails of co-
mets and long hair streaming
in the wind.
Number 42
Human Erosion
Is Called South's
Health Problem
Schools Must Accept
Major Share Of Re-
sponsibility, Teachers
Told At KEA Meeting
(By Associated Press)
Louisville—Kentucky schools
must accept a major share of ,
responsibility for community
health, Dr. John E. Brewton of
Peabody College, Nashville, told
teachers and officials at the Ken-
tucky Education convention here
last week.
Chief health problem of the
South is "human erosion," Ife de-
clared, and schools must fight it
with "human conservation."
Dr. Brewton listed the prob-
lems as "preventable causes of
death, preventable causes of ill-
ness and low standards of living."
Dr. E. W. Jacobsen, president
of the University of Louisville,
urged the teaching of "truth
about the people of other coun-
tries" to counteract the "dis-
torted picture given by movies."
Back from a recent tour of the
British Isles, the university pres-
ident said pupils there view
Americans as gum chewers,
gangsters or cowboys, living in
luxury, while Americans believe
British counterparts "all wear
Eton costumes and go to school
in old, run-down buildings."
James T. Alton, Vine Grove,
president of the KEA, told the
delegates that State assistance to
education had increased 80 per-
cent the last 3 years.
But, he added sternly, better
leadership is needed to accom-
pany the increased available
funds.
Alton said proper use of the
money would encourage more
persons to enter the teaching I
profession, increase enrollment,
improve textbook laws, class-
room instruction, health pro-
grams and urge a greater use of
school property for school and
community education.
Paul Thurman, supervisor of
buildings in the State Education
Department, recommended that
school boards set up adequate
planning systems before starting
new building programs.
The American Cancer Society
was founded in 1913.
Dress Up for Easter
For Home 4O d:%, rtain Scrim Pink tuee 59cyd.
For School Kiddies sizes 8to11 2-tone Oxfords 1"to 2"
Patent Leather Rubber Sole Oxford sizes tto 2 - $1.49
NEW EASTER FOOTWEAR IN WHITE PATENT 
$295LEATHER Tao and Two ToneLOW MEDIUM AND HIGH HEELS PAIR
4 NEW WEDGE STYLES
2 tone tan sizes 3 to 9
Infants White Shoes, Soft Sole -
First Steps and WEE WALKERS -
Little Gents Tan Soges sizes 8 to 2 - - -
$395
- - - $1.39
- $2.49
- $1.95 and $2.95
FINKELS FAIR STO
Where Your $$ Have More Cents
st;
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BY EWING GALLOWAY
Governor Willis' veto of the
$40,000 appropriation for an in-
vestigation of the state's public
schools system, on the grounds
that something had to be lopped
off the budget, was unfortunate.
Such an investigation would have
revealed the reasons why coun-
ties, cities, towns, districts are
not getting better results with
their school tax money, which
revelation should have led to
early reforms.
But while waiting for the
next legislature to set aside the
funds for an investigation, rural
and urban school authorities can
do some investigating on their
own account and take steps to
Improve their schools.
As your correspondent has said
before, most of the work for a
better Kentucky must be done
locally. Every county, town or
city, is cross-section of the
state, even though localities may
V ary considerably. Frankfort
alone Certainly cannot reform
the school systems of local com-
munities. Local reforms must be-
gin at home.
A prominent Kentuckian ask-
ed me the other day if city-
county committees sponsored by
the Committee for Kentticky
could do their work without any
crusading. I told him no—that
the job was not for timid souls.
I cited Owensboro, one of the
best cities in the state, as an
example of what agitation
meant.
A year or so ago I asked Hugh
Potter, newspaperman and man-
ager of WOMI radio station, how
civic leaders in Owensboro man-
aged to agree readily on ques-
tions affecting the city's wel-
fare.
"Agree? Hell, no! Every time
a group springs a new issue
another bunch of leaders takes
aides against them and there is
a veritable dogfight. Usually the
right side wins."
One very important kind of
home-made good government is
tax reform. County and city
boards of equalization can a-
chieve it without special legisla-
tion from Frankfort. The assess-
ing of real estate in Many com-
munities has been in a rut for
generations. Through political
influence many big property
owners have kept their assess-
ments far too low. Some realty
may be taxed too heavily. A
general overhauling by expert
KENTUCKY
assessors backed by courageous
boards of equalization would
produce fairer taxation and an
increase in revenue.
Every reader of this column
has seen property rise in value
with shifts in population, changes
in traffic. For instance, business
or residential property may
double in value in a few years,
due to commercial or industrial
changes or to increases in auto-
mobile traffic. Or values may
slump for similar reasons. In
many localities tax appraisals
have remained the same for
many years.
Obviously, local tax reform is
not a job for timid souls. It must
inevitably make a lot of people
mad.
Homemakers News
Homemakers Schedule
Bethany, 2:00 p.m., Friday,
April 19, Mrs. Dewey Jenkins,
hostess.
Advisory Council, 1:30 p.m.,
Monday, April 22, County Court
Room.
Cobb, 2:00 p.m., Tuesday,
April 23, Mrs. J. E. Keys, Jr.,
hostess.
Eddy Creek, 2:00 p.m., Thurs-
day, April 25, Mrs. Charles Les-
ter, hostess.
• • •
Lebanon
Lebanon Homemakers h e 1 d
their April meeting Tuesday aft-
ernoon with Mrs. Howard Pick-
ering. The lesson on making
belts, covering belt buckles, and
hem finishes, was led by Mrs.
Tilford Ladd and Mrs. Glen
Owens. Mrs. Herschel Phelps
conducted the recreation pro-
gram.
Refreshments were served to
the following members and
guests: Mesdames Tillie Picker-
ing, Cobb Scott, Clay Scott,
Rodgers Pickering, Glen Owens,
George Markoff, Tilford Ladd,
Herschel Phelps, Larue Newsom,
Howard Pickering and Lloyd
Beck.
No More Swearing
Seoul, Korea-01—A monu-
ment in Eeoul bearing a 1938 in-
scription all Koreans were re-
quired to read as an oath of al-
legiance to Japan soon will be re-
moved, according to the office
of provincial affairs.
JAPANESE CAST BALLOTS Two women cast their ballots
as other Japanese line up to vote at Me Yotsuya war office,
Tokyo, to select representatives for a new national legislature,
(AP Wirephoto from Signal Corps Radio from Tokyo)
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THE GARDEN
By John S. Gardner, College
of Agriculture ahd Home
Economics
A MUST in 1946
Kentucky must grow at least
35,000 more gardens this year
than in any year during the Vic-
tory Garden era if it is to do its
part in providing food for the
hungry people of the world. That
point was brought out last week
when it was the privilege of the
writer to attend the National
Garden Conference in Washing-
ton. Before it spoke the deputy
general of UNRRA and the chair-
man of the Emergency Famine
Committee. What they reported
was appalling.
In Europe alone, 605,000 tons
of wheat are needed between
now and July, the time of the
first summer harvest. But the
ration that can be allowed is
only 1,300 calories per day, and
this is merely "slow starvation."
In India and China, because
of the rice crop failure, starva-
tion in every stage is already
being observed, and every day
hundreds die by the roadsides.
No matter what can be done
there, it is estimated that a to-
tal of four million will starve.
These people are trying to
produce food. Gardens are being
prepared, planted, and tended
with tools drawn by men, wo-
men and children, cows and
Unfair! Penal Labor
Used By Counterfeiters
Jefferson City, Mo.— (IF) —
Federal District Judge Caskie
Collet sentenced the prisoner,
just released from the peniten-
tiary after serving a term for
burglary, to a year and a day.
The man's misdeed—counterfeit-
ing nickels and dimes while in-
side the penitentiary walls.
even dogs, so completely has
the area been drained of draft-
stock. Largely, the garden seed
is furnished by the United
States, one of every nine pounds
of this Nation's seed supplies
having gone aboard. But Ameri-
can produce must go aboard,
too. This will deplete our next
winter's commercially canned
vegetable stocks.
The main load will fall on
American wheat growers, but
home gardeners can help by
producing extra potatoes and
then "reach for a potato instead
of a second slice of bread." It
is still potato planting time.
Home gardeners also should see
to their "canning garden," to
make it large enough to fill
every jar.
Home gardeners can help also
in making every seed count by
preparing and tending their land
so that full crops may be gather-
ed from a minimum of seed.
Further seed exports are in con-
templation, making garden seed
quite as important in these times
as atom bombs were in war-time.
411111111.b..1.
Now... no wheat used
in beer or ale
And wheat alone can solve the
problem of feeding the world's hungry
Actually wheat has never been a large item in
the brewing process—only pax of the entity
U. S. wheat crop was used in 1945;
In accordance with United Statee Govern-
ment policy, the brewing industry has used
no wheat whatever since March 1, 1946.
OTHER MATERIALS CUT 30%
The other grains used have been reduced by
30%—that is, to 70% of the 1945 amount.
Wheat alone can solve the problem of feeding
the hungry. The grains to which the industry
is now restricted, are of a variety and grade
not normally consumed by the people of the
world as food.
LESS BEER AND ALE
Altogether, the brewing industry Is using 30%
less materials than in 1945. This results in a
proportionately lower production. But since
the current demand for beer and ale is about
25% greater than a year ago, the real shortage
is nearer 50%.
Consequently, your dealer will not be able
to supply you with all the beer and ale you
would like. We know you will understand the
reason for this.
* , *
Your attention is earnestly directed to the
recommendations of President Truman's Fam-
ine Emergency Committee, which are sum-
marized in the box below.
This statement tells in clear, simple terms
what each of us individually can do to help
during the emergency.
What the President's Famine Emergency Committee
asks us all to do
I. Save and share wheat and fat product.. . . Go light on all foods
that take when, fats and vils—wwe breads, macaroni, cakes, cookies,
pastries and deep-fried foods. Use drippings for pan-frying. Save salad
oil—use boiled dressings.
2. Buy and serve more plentiful foods. . . Mance diets with the
tnore plentiful foods, such as potato*, fresh fruits and oegsgablOs.
8. Waste NO food ... Dross up today's leftovers for tomorrow. Malts every
crust count with melba toast, erumb•toppings, bread puddings and
tits.nspf. Tahe no more dime you can sag. Clears your plots. Una in
sattaaiir fit seise" prowl*.
vr.M
UNITED STATES
BREWERS FOUNDATION
Man And Wife Well Cast
For Fracture Episode
South Paris, Me.— (IF) —Mr.
and Mrs. Elmer Cummings were
well cast but it was not for
drama.
Mrs. Cummings went to Port-
and with her husband who had
a cast removed from a fractured
leg.
On the return trip, Mrs. Cum-
mings wore a cast on her left
arm. The day before she had
Warsaw's Population
Warsaw— (IF) —Poland's first
Warsaw has a population of 477,-
post-war census shows the city of
000. The 1939 figure was 1,289,-
000.
Everybody reads The Leader!
fallen but didn't realize until
Portland hospital attendants told
her, as she called for her hus-
band, that pain she was suffering
was due to a fracture.
Now Uncle Sam
Can Balance The Budget
Las Cruces, N. M.--(IF)--Ben
N. Ames received a letter from
the collector of internal revenue
for payment of one cent due on
his income tax.
Ames said his salary deductions
totaled $182.99 and his tax was
estimated at $193.
The penny is enroute to the
collector—in an envelope bear-
ing a three-cent stamp.
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PRE-WAR
ervice Restored
A Complete SERVICE DEPARTMENT,
Supervised by Percy Pruett
A Complete PARTS DEPARTMENT,
(Genuine Ford Parts) Managed by Clyde Stephens
Complete MOTOR REBUILDING Department,
Supervised by Percy Pruett
Complete Frame-Straightening and Front
Wheel Alignment, balancing, Aubrey Nigh.:
Complete Tractor, Field Wrecker Service,
Reg Hobby
BODY WORK AND PAINTING -- ROY CANNON
The Entire Personnel of Chambers-Moore Motors
Invites Yew Patronage :-
PERCY PRUETT HOYT THOMASON RALPH GLASS
CLYDE STEPHENS WON MARTIN SHELBY LAMB
ROY FUTRELL REG HOBBY ROY CANNON
MRS. LOUISE C111111121111 "SNOWBALL" (Royce Wharton)
MKT HUGHES
This Crew Can Handle Anything Quickly.
COMPLETE, QUICK LUBRICATION SERVICE.
FACTORY RECOMMENDED LUBRICANTS USED.
REMEMBER - You see mere Ford Trucks because
THERE ARE MORE FORD TRUCKS TO SEE! And wher-
ever you go, whenever you need it, there's handy, fair-
ly priced Ford Service.
Increased Production
Coming!
Place Your Order With Us Today!
PHONE 100
Chambers-Moore Motors
Urey Barber Chambers Willard Moore
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New Ambassador to Russia
Equal to All But Vodka
By Jack Stinnett tion throughout the war
washington—Lt. Gen. Walter
Bedell "Beetle" Smith started on
the low road and today is 
march-
ing along the high.
in 1917, the Indianapolis Hoo-
sier enlisted as a pr
ivate to fight
Germans. He fought them in two
tears, without a break in his
professional Army climbing. Now,
he's our newest ambassador to
Russia.
If it turns out to be a thank-
less task, Smith is used to that.
chief of staff to Gen. Dwight
suffers
from stomach ulcers.
Wes Gallagher, former Asso-
ciated Press war correspondent
and now chief of bureau in Ber-
lin, was with Smith much of the
time .in the Mediterranean and
European theaters.
Gallagher recalls one sentence
Smith uttered to more than 100
Allied correspondents in a secret
press conference in England,
shortly before 1.)
-Day in 1944.
"I have found we cannot beat
D Eisenhower, he had the tops you," said Smith. "We must get
at them all in this war. It was y
ou on our side."
labor of Hercules—because of Gallagher says that is typical
the nature of the job, out of of the caustic, dogmatic, brilliant
the spotlight. Eisenhower disciple.
If it demands diplomacy, we After that, he gave one of his
can take Gen. E
isenhower's frank press conferences, telling
words of praise that Smith has all and dodging no questions.
"the high intelligence and skill After four days without sleep,
in diplomacy that such an as- flying all over the Mediterran-
,ignment calls for. ean, as far west as Lisbon, to
If it requires bending elbows negotiate the Italian surrender
with glass after glass of vodka, just before the Salerno landings,
which is one of the favorite Smith dropped down in his chair
Russian diplomatic sports, the
new ambassador might as well
take the next plane home. Other-
wise tough in physique as well
gs in his attitude toward bun-
glers. the man who drove his co-
workers to the point of exhaus-
and gave correspondents every
detail of the surrender and in-
vasion plans.
That's our tough new ambas-
sador to the Kremlin. A little of
that frankness might go a long
way in Moscow.
CHEN YU CHINESE GIFT BOX
For your dressing table ... this graceful Chinese Box with
Chen Yu fashion-firsts for nails and lips. The plastic base
contains Chen Yu long lasting nail lacquer, matching lip-
stick, Lacquerol, Chip Chek, Prefix Remover, Cuticle Oil,
and Cuticle Remover. Chen Yu Gift Sets are priced from
$1.75 to $25.00.•
Wood Drug Store
'Yes, Mother, we both
prefer junior dresses'
Sula & Eliza Nall
44444:Nis
Ilecoose we know lunkir'' is more *on a esatier
Of size or oge—It's the young, lighted-hearted
approach to fashion ... both `junior figured'
Mother and Daughter always find what ',wry
wont here 
—and vivo:811y it's a Doris Dodson,
Junior Original,
JUNIOR ORIGINALS
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FIREMEN AND MP'S SEARCH PLANE WRECKAGE—A fireman (center foreground) hands to
an MP a package found in the wreckage of an F-6 photographic plane which crashed between
an apartment building and a frame house on the northwest side of Chicago, killing Army Lieu-
tenant Arthur V. Robitschek Jr., 22, and Albert Schultz, 26, both of Chicago, occupants of the
plane. A woman of the apartment building, which was set afire by flaming gasoline died later from
burns. (AP Wirephoto)
Fredonia News
By Dorothy Brasher
Miss Lema S. Cruse, of Clarks-
ville, Tenn., was the weekend
guest of her sister, Mrs. Ivan H.
Bennet and Mr. Bennet.
Mr. and Mrs. N. L. Beck and
children, Judith Lee and Susan,
of Homewood, fll., were the
guests of her father, Mr. Lester
B. Young and Mrs. Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Stovall,
of Eddyville, Were the weekend
guests of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. George Hollowell.
Mrs. Ina Butler is visiting
friends in Salem.
Mrs. Vernon Yandell and son,
of London, visited her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Walker.
Mrs. Arlie Vinson has return-
ed from Memphis where she
underwent medical treatments
for several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Tay-
lor were visitors in Hopkins-
ville Monday.
Mrs. J. E. Hillyard spent Mon-
day with her •ister, Mrs. Wm.
McElroy, in Princeton.
Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Sisco, of
Marion, were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Ivan H. Bennet Saturday
afternoon.
Special Easter services will be
held at the First Presbyterian
Church Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Brasher
and children, Dorothy and Dennis,
and Mrs. Jennie Brasher were
in Paducah Monday.
RETONGA HIS NUMBER 1
MEDICINE SAYS GROCER
Mr. Owen Says He Regained
12 Lbs. Works and Rests
We gain. No Longer Re-
To Harsh Laxatives.
"Thanks to Retonga, I now
rest well every night, get up re-
freshed and 'kvady for a hearty
breakfast and I have regained
twelve pounds of my lost
weight," gratefully declares Mr.
J. E. Owen, assistant manager
of the Bell Wholesale Grocery
Co., of Baxter, Ky.
"I got to the point where it
was surely an effort to stay on
the job," continued Mr. Owen.
"I had no appetite and did not
know what it was to get a good
night's rest. I seemed full of
toxic poison and was compelled
to use laxatives practically every
day. My weight was down fif-
teen pounds and I felt so miser-
able every waking hour that it
was difficult to concentrate on
book work and calculations.
"I had heard so much about
Retonga that I bought several
bottles and took them home.
One bottle gave me so much re-
lief I knew I was right in decid-
ing to use this famous medicine.
"I began to crave food, and
rest well. It wasn't long before
I found I 1,;Ad regained twelve
pounds. Alot, the constipation
has been relieved and I am no
longer a qaxtive hound,' as the
saying is. Of all medicines, Re-
tonga is No. 1 with me and I
always keep it in my home."
Retonga is purely herbal
stomatic medicine combined with
liberal quantities of Vitamin
B-1 and is intended to relieve
distress due to insufficient flow
of gastric juices in the stomach,
loss of appetite, Vitamin B-1
deficiency a n d constipation.
There is only one Retonga. It
may be obtained at Dawson's
Drug Store. —Adv.
Boys' Suits
Smart new patterns,
single and double
breasted styles. Blues,
brown, and grey. Sizes
to 17.
$9.15 to $14.95
leisure Coats
Sizes 4 to 14
$5 to $8.95
Sport Coats
Sizes 6 to 12
$8.95 and $9.15
SAM HOWERTON'S
Fredonia, Ky. Phone 13-i
Watch For Grass
Tetany In Cattle
Now is the time to be watch-
ing for grass tetany in cattle,
County Agent J. F. Graham said
this week. "Pastures are several
weeks advanced from a normal
season and there is a tendency to
discontinue feeding hay at an
earlier date. Thin cows suddenly
turned on young fast growing
grass without any supplementing
grain or other roughage may
suffer losses from grass tetany"
he said.
Mr. Graham said symptoms
are: Nervousness, restlessness,
lack of appetite, muscle twich-
ing, unsteadiness, gnashing of the
teeth, frothing at the mouth and
rolling of the eyes. Later, the
muscles of the tail and neck seem
to contract. During these convul-
sions the animal falls down and
tries to get up. The excitement
is often followed by a state of
depression.
He said grass tetany is a nutri-
ional disease, the cause not being
exactly known. It is thought
that a lack of calcium and mag-
nesium in young early pasture
is a contributing factor in pro-
ducing the disease. Others be-
lieve that an excess of potassium
in the young rapidly growing
plants may be a contributing
factor. Thin cows that receive
low grade roughage and no min-
eral supplement during the win-
ter months are the ones more
likely to suffer from grass tet-
any, when turned on young suc-
culent grass with no additional
feed.
Mr. Graham said dangers of
grass tetany may be reduced by
feeding some roughage for the
first month or so when turning
cows on pasture. In case the
grass is so appetizing that they
refuse hay, they may be fed hay
in a dry lot or in the barn at
night. It is also recommended
that magnesium sulfate (epsom
salts) be added to the salt, first
at a rate of 1 to 10 and later at
a rate of 1 to 20. Ground lime-
stone added to the mixture is
also advisable.
He advised that if the animal
is noticably affected, a veterinar-
ian should be called.
Oklahoma gets its name from
an Indian word meaning land of
red men.
Literary Guidepost
By W. . Rogers "comparable in
TOP SECRET, by Ralph Ingersoll
(Harcourt, Brace; $3).
America wanted to win the
war, while Britain, more far-
sighted and calculating, wanted
that and something else, too,
says this author, who writes
from the vantage point of staff
officer who was In on the plans
for the invasion of France and
the western-European campaigns
which were climaxed by Ger-
many's defeat.
The book, vigorously and en-
tertainingly written, is largely
the story of how Britain wanted
to put off till tomorrow what
we preferred to do today. She
wanted to stage a big show in
the Mediterranean when we were
eager to invade France; eventu-
ally she wanted to cross the
Channel, too, but with a lot of
if's and but's and just the right
kind of weather; she wanted to
leap the Rhine but only after the
most extensive, and time-con-
suming preparations.
In support of his thesis, Inger-
soll combs Montgomery's record
and leaves little but a shrill,
boastful voice; charges Eisen-
hower succumbed too often to
the stubborn blandishments of
his British advisers; lists Omar
Bradley as the outstanding Amer-
ican general, of whom indeed he
claims that his battles were
NATIONALLY,
ADVERTISED
SHOE REVUE FOR
every way to the
most brilliant victories ever
fought in'Europe by Napoleon or
any other general."
"The British attempted to ma-
nipulate our military policy so
that we would fight the war the
way they wanted it fought—
which was an anti-Russian way,"
he charges. Fearing they will
succeed in guiding our foreign
policy now, he declares that "If
there is a third world war, we
will surely fight it for
against the Russians."
Thanks to the British, he
we have already broken
word to the Russians twice,
In drawing back from the
tardily, and once in admit
Argentina to our side. .
"We won the war," he is
ing, just like a 100-percent
triot; it's the sort of boast
which we used to blush
World War I. But it's the
he insists, supporting It
facts and figures.
Piagos!
We now have a nice assortment of good
used pianos — All makes in first class condition.
We witl have new pianos later.
Harry Edwards
'es, they're
leather. .. with
platform'd leatrter
soles ... Also in
Russet! Beiae!
Gala Easter styles! Gentle, heel-gripping
It., unmistakably Vitalityl Smart two ways.
You'll love their looks, their feel—youll be
twice es wort with Vitality Sheet.
Se. the newest styles soon.
Open Rood Shoot
I., Outdoor and Campo( Weer
$5.50 rod $6
IlDrincetcn Shoe Cc.
, Washington —(IP)— These are
e men whose job it is to curb
Chester Bowles, 45, Economic
abilization director.
Paul Porter, 42, OPA director.
W. Willard Wirtz, 34, chair-
'en of the Wage Stabilization
They have been at the capitol
ntly more often perhaps
• some of the congressmen
. arguing the causes and cures
' economic ills, telling the con-
,
, . , 'eseman how much money 10ey
, ;'ant to run their business and
by they think they need it.
Let's see what manner of men
ey are . . .
4, Friends call Bowles "Chet,"
1 rtz "Bill" and Porter "Paul."
l'i 1 Lou can't make a nickname out
' Pa' ul.
. ,
•i• "Chet" is the boss man of the
mch, but he doesn't have
sough time to know it. He is
. e peacemaker, the policy guy,
!Id sees everyone from cousins
I
, is congressmen.
' *Paul" stepped into Bowie's
".41 OPA job when Bowles moved
*).
"Bill's" wage stabilization job
, . ems from the old War Laborit
, {nerd. He was co-chairman of
, f 'LB's board of appeals.
, 1 These are not vain men, norii iva they easily impressed. They, Ack you a look and lecture or
;ugh. but always they watch
u shrewdly.
Defte tribulations, they are
e essence of friendliness. In pri-
te and informal interviews
les sits on his feet, legs
ossed "Indian fashion." Porter
its his elbows on his desk and
icks his face out between his
g paws. With his glasses, it
likes him look like a barn owl.
frirtz puts his uncompromising
gs on the desk, lolls head and
lks over the tips of his shoes.
1, All are big "he-men." Bowles
' .ands a thick-chested 8-feet and
-eighs 195. Porter is 6-feet-4 and
00 pounds of lanky, fast-mov-
ill!, sharp-eyed, quick wit. Wirtz
1 a rapid 6-feet, 185 pounds.
They have one thing in corn-
von . . . they're all newspaper
4-H'ers To Help
In Lunch Program
Members of the Johnson 4-H
Club in Perry county plan to
have plenty of fresh, canned
and stored vegetables for their
school lunches this fall, as they
are growing an acre-garden for
that purpose, according to Farm
Agent E. R. Russell. The 17
members of the club recently
sponsored a box supper; with
the receipts of $400, they bought
four head of hogs.
Pleasant Grove
By Miss Nola Wilson
Everyone is invited to come to
Sunday School at 7:30 p.m.
Supt., Mr. Harold P'Pool; sec-
retary and treasurer, Mr. Aaron
Rogers; Adult teacher, Mr. Or-
man Jewell; young people's
teacher, Mrs. Harold P'Pool;
Junior teacher, Miss Nola Wil-
son; Card Class, Mrs. Press Lilly.
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Ladd and
Mrs. Zora Wilson spent Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Ladd.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbal Rogers
and children have gone to Colo-
rado to make their home. They
will be greatly missed, and have
our best wishes.
Mrs. Gertie Cortner visited
Miss Nola Wilson Sunday after-
noon.
Several from this community
attended the shower for Mrs.
Herman Martin at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Brummit, at
Dripping Springs Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Rogers
visited Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Ladd in Princeton Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Rogers
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Garnett Oden in Princeton.
stock.
Bowie's great-grandpap found-
ed the Springfield (Mass) Re-
publican. He made his own
fortune as head of a national
advertising firm.
Porter started at 15 as a re-
porter on the Winchester (Ky.)
Sun, grew up and city-edited the
Lexington (Ky.) Herald and in
1929 edited the LaGrange (Ga)
News. Wirtz reported for the
Dekalb (111.) Daily Chronicle.
He wrote sports mostly, but one
time the editor decided to 'take
a fall out of him and stuck him
on society news.
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NEW GOVERNOR GENERAL OF CANADA HAILED— Crowd around main gate of Parliament
grounds, Ottawa, Canada, hails New Governor General Sir Harold Alexander and Mrs. Alexan-
der as they leave in automobile (foreground) after Viscount Alexander was sworn M Canadian
government. (AP Wirephoto)
U. S. Savings By Bonds
By Charles Molony
Washington—During the war,
more Americans-85,000,000 of
thent—put a bigger proportion
of income into savings than ever
before.
They're still buying savings
bonds at a rate never before ap-
proached in peacetime. But al-
though, as a whole, they are
hanging on to wartime invest-
ments, a great number lately
have geen turning theirs into
spending funds.
"There has been a sharp re-
duction in the rate of saving,"
says Marriner S. Eccles, chair-
man of the Federal Reserve
Board, speaking of all forms of
saving, not just bonds.
Already, says Eccles, personal
savings from income left after
meeting basic living costs have
dropped to 20 percent against
30 percent about this time last
year.
Henry C. Wallich, Federal Re-
serve analyst, says:
"There is a school of thought
A
which believes that many people overseas and newly discharged
who now for the first time find
themselves with a fairly substan-
tial nest egg will have acquired
a taste for saving and will save
more rather than less.
"No doubt this will be true in
some cases. That it will be the
rule seems rather unlikely."
Actually, new purchases of all
savings bond issues are over-
weighing cash-ins (by well over
$250,000,000 in January and Feb-
ruary). Although redemptions
have reached their highest level,
they've fallen short of the post-
war rush once expected.
Furthermore, some officials are
inclined to think redemptions
may have passed their peak—or
will soon. They say the cash-ins
were in large part the result of
these two perfectly natural but
temporary factors:
1. Strikes halted buying under
the payroll deduction system
and jumped redemptions by idle
workers needing emergency cash.
2. Servicemen fresh back from
• A never
ending
parade of well
dressed men
wearing clothes
from
Frank Cayce
Company.
Get in the
parade
today!
OUR
STOCK OF
CLOTHING
IS MUCH
LARGER
NOW,
FRANK CAYCE COMPANYHOPKINSVILLE KENTUCKY
servicemen wanted to get mar-
ried, buy home furnishings,
clothing and the like, or wanted
to relax and play.
Cash-ins exceeded new pur-
chases in the opening months of
1946 only in the "E" issue—the
war bond now called U. S. Sav-
ings Bond.
Even though the excess was
comparatively small ($25,592,000
for January and February)
against the nearly $31,000,000,-
000 volume outstanding, it had
this significance:
Just a few weeks after the end
of the eighth (Victory Loan)
bond drive, many low and mid-
dle-income Americans (who con-
stituted the bulk of E bond buy-
ers) were cashing in part or all
of the only investment in securi-
ties they had ever had made.
Furthermore, they were doing
it while:
1. Negotiable government
bonds, carrying a lesser rate of
interest than the the E bonds'
2.9 percent at maturity, were
bringing an over-par premium.
2. Eager banks were oversub-
scribing offerings of government
securities paying seven-eighth
percent.
Plainly, needs for emergency
cash are greater in the lower
income brackets. Officials don't
like it. They say that these peo-
ple "overbought" themselves.
Th e y acknowledge, though,
there's been something of a
"shakeout" of "marginal" invest-
ors that may mean slackened
redemptions later.
They say these low-income
casher-inners are better off than
they'd have been if they hadn't
bought the bonds to start with.
They've not only had the benefit
of savings when needed, but
they've gotten interest, too.
From the government's stand-
point, they observe, the bonds
furnished money for arming and
fighting when it was needed
sorely for just that, then kept
down inflationary buying pow-
er—as long as they were held—
at a time when that was needed.
Ford, Chevy Plan
New Cheap Cars
New Plants Will Make
Lower Priced Models
In 1947
(By Associated Press)
Detroit — Ford Motor Com-
pany, which made automotive
history with its low-priced Mod-
el T, has announced it is plan-
ning a new low-priced car to
supplement its existing lines.
Henry Ford, II, company pres-
ident, said a new division would
be set up immediately to hanale
production of the new car, which
will be introduced to the public
sometime after January, 1947.
No details of the new Ford
were revealed.
Ford was the second of the
"big three" auto makers to an-
nounce plans for cars to sell at
prices below , present low-price
lines.
General Motors Corporation,
largest of the auto makers, have
announced similar plans for a
new light Chevrolet.
Both auto makers indicated
they expected difficulties in get-
ting materials for construct:kin
and equipment for the new
plants to handle the production.
"Additional manufacturing fa-
cilities will be sought immedi-
ately," Ford said.
Books To Sweden
Stockholm—OM—An exhibition
of more than 3,000 American
books opened here under spon-
sorship of the *United States In-
ternational Book Association.
Swedish Crown Prince Gustaf
Adolf attended the opening,
which marked the beginning of
promotion of an international
change of literature. •o • 
Wolves On Prowl
For Vets' Savings
OPA Official Cites Fraud
In Sharpers' Dealings
With Unwary
The "wolves are on the prowl"
in Kentucky for the returning
veteran's savings, L. A. Cassidy,
OPA veterans' relations advisor,
said in advising veterans to con-
sult their bankers or attorneys
and the OPA before they go
into business for themse/ve3.
Numerous instances of plan-
ned "build ups" to clip the vet-
eran reach OPA every week, he
said. One of the most vicious
rackets came to light in Louis-
ville this week in/the lease of
service stations. This "wolf" has
"rigged" and leased several sta-
tions to veterans for amounts
ranging from $1000 to $2500.
Most of these are poor locations
that have been abandoned as
unprofitable by established Oil
companies.
The "wolf" leases the station,
puts a "stooge" in charge, and
sells it at a fancy price to an
unsuspecting veteran. In one in-
stance the only proof of owner-
ship the veteran had was a
receipt for $1000 made out on
a piece of brown wrapping
paper.
Another "gyp" is selling a
veteran an eating establishment
or meat market where legal ceil-
ing prices have never been es-
tablished and approved.
Before buying any business,
especially a meat shop, be sure
you are going to be supplied
with meat by a packer or whole-
saler, Cassidy advised. •
Look out for the fellow who
is "letting you in on a good
thing" because you are a vet-
eran and beware of the fellow
who wants you to keep the deal
confidential. If it is such a good
thing why does he want to sell?
ii it is on the level it will stancl
investigation, and demand a
legal bill of sale before laying
any money on the line.
Livestock Market
Sales on the Princeton Livt
stock Market Monday were fully
steady with a week ago, it was
reported by Brad Lacy, malt,.
ger. Stock cattle was strong. Ba.
by beeves topped at ;16; Nu.
aeals, $17.50 and hogs, $14.45.
All fat hogs, 120 pounds and
up, sold at ceiling prices.
The favorite ornament among
Roman women was a safety pin.
For your Easter baskets, we will have dif-
ferent designs of Easter cookies Friday and
Saturday.
We will have dyed Easter Eggs during the
holiday season.
Cakes for birthdays, weddings and other
special occasions.
Cherry Pies and White and Yellow Layer
Cakes.
(Next to Market St, Red Front Store)
For that Dressed Up Feeling Choose
Your Easter Outfit from our Smart
Collection
Coats you'll love to wear. Beautifully tail-
ored, distinctively styled and such a variety
of colors as well as the ever practical Navy
and Black.
Suits you'll want to live in. Soft wools and
Your Easter Dress . . . a gay collection of
Easter fashions to make you look your love-
liest. Sizes 9 to 46. Prices—
Just the hat to wear with your new outfit.
Styles that will flatter ever feature, gather
compliments galore.
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Perfect Derby Record
Belongs To Mrs. Hertz
Louisville, Ky. 
--(A3)— Mrs.
John D. Hertz, owner of this
year's Kentucky Derby eligibles,
Count Speed, Hired Man and
Rich Mixture, has a perfect rec-
ord for the derby.
She owned two starters and
both entries won—Riegh Count
in 1928 and Count Fleet in 1943.
Count Fleet was a son of Reigh
Count, and so is Count Speed,
one of the better liked derby
eligibles.
Oregon Trail Now
Honeymoon Lane
Portland, Ore.—(AP)—The ro-
mance of the old Oregon Trail
still beckons honeymoon couples.
When ex
-Air Corpsman Wil-
liam D. Cody came home with
his bride, they arrived in a two-
passenger airplane Cody pur-
chased in Ohio, making the 2,-
700-mile trip in 300-mile jumps
and stopping at airports along the
famous covered wagon trail
across the prairie and mountain
states.
The buildings of the Univer-
sity of Virginia were laid out
according to a plan drawn up
by Thomas Jefferson.
hursday, April 18, 1946
om R. Underwood(Cot hued from Page One)
the United States Senate
st fall.
Jefferson was right in his
eclaration that the least gov-
ned people is the best gov-
ined," Underwood said, "then
entucky is enjoying the beet
vernment it ever experienced,
der Governor Willis.
"The truth is, we are getting
government at all. Governor
illis has demonstrated his best
ilities in taking credit for the
mplishments of the four pre-
ing Democratic Governors—
een 
Johnson, A. B. Chandler,
uby Laffoon and William J.
'elds."
Underwood refrained from
ific references to Democratic
lities, candidates and policies.
owever, the meeting reflected
rty stirrings in the face of the
res for the Senate and House
is fall and for State offices
xt year.
In the 18th century in Salem,
c. marriage proposals were
nveyed to girls by members
the Moravian church after
awing of a lot to determine
hether the match was approv-
by the Lord.
'Don't miss 'A Walk p the Sun'
—it belongs way up at the top
of any moviegoers wanted
kW'
1:orit ylefld Wpm..
CAPITOL * COMINGSOON!
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ENGLISH BRIDE OBJECTS TO THIS HOME — This is the home near Salisbury, N. C., to which
ex-GI Warren H. Poston took his English war bride, 16-year-old Caroline Poston, April 2. Next
day Poston reported her missing. She was located April 9 in New York by police. She is staying
with relatives in Bliss, N. Y., and said she liked western New York "much better" than the sec-
tion of North Carolina where her husband lives. (AP Wirephoto)
Traditional Easter Dinner
By Charlotte Adams
(Associated Press Food Editor)
Ham is traditional for Easter,
so we hope you can get one this
year. A really beautiful, if sim-
ple, dinner table setting is right
for this lovely holiday, too. So
bring out your best cherished
Irish linen cloth, handsomest
china, prettiest crystal and sil-
ver. And top the whole thing off
with the most attractive spring
flowers your area offers. Yellow
jonquils or yellow-centered dais-
ies are perhaps the most Easter-
like, if you can get them.
We suggest that You serve the
first course of this dinner in the
living room, so that the second
can be placed on the table, for
serving family-style, while the
fruit juices is being consumed,
and all will be ready when the
family troops into the dining
700M.
EASTER DINNER
Fruit Juice with Sherbet
Baked Hgm with Caraway
Stuffing
Baked Potatoes
Asparagus with Herb Topping
Poppyseed Rolls
Green Salad with Sliced Hard-
Cooked Egg
Strawberry Bavarian Cream
The receipe for ham stuffing
which we give you here is an
old Maryland favorite.
Easter Ham with Caraway
Stuffing
Preliminaries to Preparation:
If a country ham is used, boil it
until tender before skinning.
Modern ready-to-use hams can
be skinned at once. Trim off ex-
tra fat, leaving only a rich coat-
ing. Score the fat side and stud
with whole cloves. Turn the
e fat i.e is
FINE COSTUME
JEWELRY
FROM
CAYCE-YOST'S
LARGE STOCK OF
FAMOUS NAMES
CASTLE CLIFF
TRIFARI
HATTIE CARNEGE
MONET
NETTIE ROSENSTEIN
ATTRACTIVELY BOXED
FOR
EASTER GIFTS
OF
LASTING DISTINCTION
ii 01P11 IN A VILL
* CHINA
* CRYSTAL
* SILVER
* JEWELRY
down. With a thin-bladed sharp
knife, slit the ham from end to
end, down to the bone. Work the
meat underneath, carefully,
from the bone with the same
sharp knife. Lift the bone out.
6-8 pound precooked ham
Vs cup brown sugar
1/4 teaspoon dry mustard
2-3 inch square piece of ham
fat
4-ounce can mushrooms, sliced
Ms cup raisins
1/2 Onion finely minced
Vs teaspoon caraway seeds
3/4 cup finely minced celery
1/2 teaspoon salt
1 cup fine dry bread crumbs
1 egg if desired
Cut the ham fat into small bits
and try out over low heat until
the bits are "cracklings." Drain
mushrooms and set aside liquid.
Saute the mushrooms to delicate
brown in the hot fat. Remove
from heat. Add the raisins, onion,
caraway seeds (or powdered
caraway), celery, salt and
crumbs. Mix well. Add as much
of the mushroom liquid as is
necessary to moisten crumbs.
Toss together. If more compact
stuffing is desired, add egg along
with the mushroom liquid. Stuff
hollow of prepared ham (pre-
cooked, boned and stiadded with
whole cloves). Sew up the cut
or lace up with skewers. Place
on baking rack (fat side up) in
roasting pan. Mix brown sugar
and mustard. Spread over the
top of the ham. Bake in moderate
oven (350 degrees) 11/2 hours.
Herb Topping for Asparagus
Mi cup butter or fortified mar-
garine
Yolk of one egg
Dash Cayenne.
1 teaspoon minced parsley
vs teaspoon dried thyme
Lemon juice
Blend, adding lemon juice to
taste. Shape into individual rolls
to top each serving of asparagus.
Or make one patty and top the
dish of hot asparagus.
Ky. Farm News
More than 5,080 pounds of al-
falfa seed have been ordered
by the Allen County Farm Bur-
eau for August and September
planting.
The Business Men's Associa-
tion of Louisa is sponsoring the
Lawrence county corn derby.
In Pike county, 25,000 straw-
berry plants were distributed to
4-H club memIkers.
It is estimated that root rot
resistant varieties of tobacco
will be grown on two-thirds of
the farms in Henry county this
year.
Owners of pullorum-free tur-
key flocks in Clark county re-
port an unusual demand for
hatching eggs.
Eight homemakers in Grayson
county have canned 361 quarts
of meat in the past two months.
George Cotton and Alton Sta-
tion of Anderson county have
bought a portable saw for clean-
ing up brush land for pasture.
'First Washington county en-
trant in the 1946 ton litter con-
test is a 4-H club member, Rob-
ert R. McElroy, Jr.
A number of farmers in John-
son. county have set one acre
or more of Blakemore straw-
berries.
Former 4-H club members
have improved the quality of
Jersey cattle in Graves county
through the establishment of
registered herds.
More than 1,000 flower bulbs
have been planted in Harlan
county this spring, and 108
shrubs and 200 perennials ex-
changed between neighbors.
Silas Hopkins of Magoffin
county produced 94 bushels to
the acre of Ky. 203 white hy-
brid corn last year on three and
a half acres.
W. E. Jenkins of McCracken
county sold two registered Duroc
hogs weighing 385 pounds each
at 7 months and 2$ days, while
scrub and grade hogs of the
same age weighed 100 pounds
less.
Baby Gets
Windfall At Landfall
Rio De Janeiro—(IP)---Not all
Brazil's immigrants are so for-
tunate as little Candido Gomes,
who arrived a few days after
his birth aboard the Portuguese
ship Serpa Pinto.
His parents, em:grating from
Portugal, were presented 5,000
cruzeiros ($250) for him by pas-
sengers who claimed they would
gain good luck from the birth
occuring just before they land-
ed in the New World.
Spanish adventprers found
peanuts growing in South Amer-
ica in the 16th century.
Peanuts were first cultivated
in the United States in Virginia
and North Carolina.
Egg Producers Can
Sell To Dryers
Support Price Of 27
Cents Dozen Will Be
Paid, Is Advice
Calling attention to depressed
egg prices, two agricultural offi-
cials have called attention to
provisions of the United States
Department of Agriculture price
support program under which
egg producers may avail them-
selves of a minimum average
price of 27 cents a dozen, loose
basis.
M. D. Royse and Thomas P.
Cooper, State directors of the
United States Department of
Agriculture's Production and
Marketing Administration and of
the Agricultural Extension Ser-
vice, respectively, disclosed re-
ports from more than 20 of the
State's 120 counties indicate
farmers last week were receiving
prices below the support level.
"To meet this situation to assist
producers in maintaining prices
at profitable levels, and to heip.
meet current export commit-
ments," the leaders said in their
joint statement, "the USDA has
contracted with egg dryers in
surplus areas to serve in sup-
porting prices."
Dryers must certify under their
contracts with the government
that producers of eggs bought
for drying or for export ship-
ment have been paid no less than
the support prices, and pointed
out that 27 cents a dozen is as-
sured only for eggs weighing 44
pounds or more a case, loose
basis.
Producers may contact county
agents, home demonstration
agents, or county AAA offices
for information on dealers paying
the support prices or better for
eggs.
KINow In Stock
• EVERSHARP Pen and Pencil Sets
• SHEAFFER Pen and Pencil Sets
• WATERMAN Pen and Pencil Sets
• ESTERBROOK Pen and Pencil Sets
• PARKER Pens—AUTOPOINT Pencils
• INKOGRAPH Pens—SCRIPTO Pencils
• EAGLE Pens— REALITE Pencils
We have Leads to fit any mechanical pencil. Also Inks in
all Colors, for any pen. Whether its a 20c mechanical pen-
cil or a $64.00 set we are glad to show you.
"Everything For The Office"
702 South Main HOPKINSVILl E, KY. Store No. 2
Dead Animals
WAITED
Although the war is ovkf Uncle Sam
needs waste greases for many uses. So keep
saving grease, and call in your dead stock
to the KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS.
We will remove all dead stock promptly and
free of charge.
CALL COLLECT
Kentucky Rendering Works
Phone 442-J Princeton, Ky.
Perfectly Matched
DIAMOND
W. sp•cloliz• In
match•d Engag•m•nt
Rings and Wedding Rings
.. offering a selection of
Bridal Sets unsurpassed
In this city . . . and
vatims unsurpassed any-
whore Corn* — look —
COMPARE — then draw
your own conclusions.
D Diamond Bridal $41050
U Duette; richly lta
carted. Both...
ps-d i a m co n
U Bridal Set; di,.
tinctiv• mount-
ings. Both
WINSTEAD
Jewelers
EASTER . . . this glorious word . . . radiant with faith and
hope and thoughts of immortality . . . Easter. . . we shall hail it
with songs and gladness. We shall worship at the feet of the Man
of Galilee and Calvary and hold to our faith that because He
lives, we shall live also and continue to sing out with reverent and
grateful hearts.
On this Easter Sunday you will see fashions in a thousand colors, 'smartly styled,
artfully designed, and exquisitely tailored.
Visit our shop where each person is given. individual care; where attentive per-
sonnel will strive to clothe you with an expert eye.
Step out, in this first peace time Easter in five years, in clothes that enhance and
emphasize-your personality.
it
t •
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12,000 Herefords
I On Slate Farms
The College of Agriculture
and Home Economics at Lexing-
ton says a recent survey show
ed
that Kentucky farmers own a
p-
proximately 12,000 pureb
red
registered Hereford cattle. As a
state it ranks 18th in number
of registered Herefords and 12
th
In number of Hereford herds
.
There are more than 50
0
breeders of registered Herefords
In Kentucky. Probably half o
f
them are breeding Polled Here
-
fords.
Kentucky needs more pure-
bred beef herds to produce th
e
kind of bulls needed to increas
e
and improve commercial bee
f
production, says Dr. W. P. Gar-
rigus, head of the animal indus
-
try work at the College of Agr
i-
culture and Experiment Station.
He adds that satisfactory breed
-
ing stock is stilt to be had at
reasonable prices.
"Exorbitant prices referred to
in newspapers contribute little
to the welfare of the purebred
industry," declared Dr. Garri-
gus. "In fact many constructive
breeders feel that they are a
detriment to the industry."
3 Use young, tender, well-fat
-
tened birds for broiling, frying
and open-pan roasting.
THE PRINCETON LEADER, P
RINCETON, KENTUCKY
AMERICAN CATTLE 
ARRIVE TO RESTOCK 
POLAND—Contributed to 
UNRRA by indivi-
dual farmers in Indiana,
 Maryland, Ohio, Michi
gan, Pennsylvania, Iowa,
 Oregon and Illinois,
cattle eat fodder spread 
for them on dock at 
Gdansk, Poland, after they w
ere unloaded from
SS Santiago Iglesias 
(left) at end of trip from 
Baltimore, Md. Cattle are int
ended to increase
dairy herds to provide mi
lk for Polish children. (AP 
Wirephoto)
Supplies of fat are still 
short
and the need for fat 
salvage is
still urgent.
Members of seven Homem
ak-
ers' clubs in Barren county
 made
114 storage units at their
 club
meetings, including remo
vable
shelves, racks in drawers
 for
knives and door bins.
RE-CAP
NOW!
Warm weather will soon
be here. Recap those
slick tires and you will
have no worries for your
summer driving.
New tires are still very
scarce and it will save
you money to recap.
Complete Shop
Expert Workmanship
Princeton Tire & Recapping Co.
Tel. 559 Beesl
ey Bldg.
West Kentucky
ANGUS
Breeders' Sale
Sat., April 20
MADISONVILLE KY
50 Cows
(Many with calves at side)
7 Bulls]
(Ready for service)
SHOW 10 A.M. SALE 
1 P.M.
AT BROOKS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
•
WRITE FOR CATALOG
George M. Kurtz
Sales Mgr., Sturgis, Ky.
AUCTIONEER — HAMILTON JAMES
Rural Radio Listeners Prefer
News, Market Reports
Washington — Country pe
o-
ple's tastes in radio are 
some-
what different from those
 of
city folks, it was indicat
ed by
a survey by the bureau o
f agri-
cultural economics and re
leased
by the federal communi
cations
commission.
The study entitled "Attit
udes
of Rural People Toward 
Radio
Service" is based on inte
rviews
conducted with 2,535 farm 
and
non-farm families from 116 
coun-
ties selected to provide a 
cross-
section of the nation's r
ural
areas.
While radio surveys reflecting
mainly the preferences of city
Fescue Grown Many
Years On One Farm
Frank Holtzclaw of Garra
rd
county told Farm Agent Ray
-
mond 0. Johnson that he ha
s
been growing tall fescue on his
farm for more than 30 years an
d
is highly pleased with the crop
.
The grass has furnished excel
-
lent pasture during the winter
for his herd of beef cattle and
no grain has been fed. Accord-
ing to Mr. Holtzclaw, tall fescue
is also outstanding in the con-
trol of erosion.
Farmers Recognize
Waste Land Problem
A planning committee report
in Ohio county stressed the prob-
lem of waste land. An area es-
timated at 169,000 actes was de-
clared largely unproductive "due
in a large measure to poor farm-
ing practices."
'the report called for a "sound,
aggressive and systematic soil-
building program" for land now
under cultivation or in pasture,
and urged farmers to turn their
poor land to growing grass or
trees. County officials should in-
vestigate possibilities in reforest-
ing abandoned land reverting to
the county, it was suggested.
Farmers were urged to give
more attention to better use of
the land, to confine cultivated
crops to good land, and to have
more and better livestock to
graze grass on hills. Many farm-
ers in Ohio county, it was point-
ed out, could raise more cattle,
sheep and hogs, milk more cows
and have larger flocks of chick-
ens.
Electric milkers have been in-
stalled by Charles Anderson,
Raymond Snedegar and Wallace
Whitt of Bath county and other
farmers will do so as soon as
power line extensions are es-
tablished.
If you have several odd hose,
you can re-match them into
pairs with special stocking dyes.
PIMPLES
and
=.0404, • ci 9c
DAWSON'S DRUG *TONS
ar
That Nagging
Backache
May Walesa of Disaidured
Kidney Maims'
people show comedy variet
y
shows are the overwhelming f
av-
orites, rural people general
ly
seem to preter the more ser
ious
type of programs, such as ne
ws
and market reports, religiou
s
music, and sermons. They als
o
like old time (hillbilly?) music.
Men prefer news and informa-
tion, but rural women rate e
n-
tertainment somewhat more
highly. An "overwhelming ma-
jority" say they would miss news
most if they had to do without
a radio. Serials are second only
to news among women. At
 the
same time, the serial drama
created "strong feelings of re-
jection." Dance music was next
on the list of programs disliked,
and then came classical music
and opera.
The reason for disliking clas-
sical music, however, is generally
different from the prejudice a-
gainst the other disliked items.
They admit they don't go for
the old masters because they
don't understand them.
The amount of time spent list-
ening in the country varies
greatly, but three of four said
they turn off their sets at times
because of lack of interest in the
programs available, and one-
third reported that they do so
often.
The hours of listening are in
striking contrast with those of
city folk. In the city the peak
hours are between 7 and 10 p.m.
In the country the peak comes
at noon, with 44 percent of the
families tuning in then, the sur-
vey found.
Now and then, the surveyors
come up with a contrary re-
sponse: "If it weren't for my
family I'd throw the radio out,"
"All you hear is junk and com-
mercials and murder mysteries."
Sheepmen To Face
Long Shearing Job
May is the usual sheep
-shear-
ing month in Kentuck
y. This
year, however, in order 
to g..-t
the job done with the short
age
of shearers, farmers 
who have
their sheep custem sheared 
may
find it necessary to exten
d the
'season over a longer period 
than
normally, says Richard C. Mi
ller
of the Kentucky Co
llege of
Agriculture.
"Shearing, however, should not
start until after cold weathe
r is
over and there have been e
nough
warm days to start a flo
w of
yolk which puts the wool in go
od
condition to shear. Sheep should
be sheared only when dry a
nd
the shearing should be done on
a clean floor or tarpaulin. T
he
fleece- should be kept in o
ne
piece as nearly as possible and
be tied in a compact bun
dle
with the fleece side out.
"On removal, turn fleece up-
side down with skin next to th
e
floor, turn in the sides and roll
into a compact bundle. Begin at
the britch and roll toward th
e
neck. Use enough paper twin
e
to go around the fleece tw
o
ways. Fleeces tied with binder
twine or sisal will be discount-
ed 10 cents a pound and
 fleeces
that are not tied will 
be dis-
counted 2 cents a pound. 
Remove
tags or filthy locks which
 were
not removed before sheari
ng be-
fore the fleece is rolled an
d tied.
Fleeces should be p
acked in
standard sacks made e
specially
for the purpose and w
hich can
be obtained from the 
association
or dealers handling wool.
"Shearing time is also culli
ng
time, since both the lambs 
and
wool clip can be evaluated 
and
the ewes culled on the b
asis of
production. Culled ewes s
hould
be given some identifying 
mark
that will make it easy to 
pick
them out for market afte
r the
lambs are weaned. Any ba
rren
ewes on hand may be disp
osed
of right after shearing.
"This is a time also wh
en
sheep not treated since lam
bing
with phenothiazine should 
be
dosed and the one-to-nine phen
o-
thiazine-salt mixture should b
e
made available in feeders th
at
will protect it from the weathe
r
from now until the end of Sep
-
tember at least. The salt mix
-
ture, in fact, should be starte
d
by May 1."
Old birds need long slow
cooking in water or steam 
to
make them tender all through.
Pepsi-Cola Company, Lang Island City, N.Y.
Franchised Bottler: Pepsi Cola Ho
pkinsville Bottling Company
caP44
CHOOSE OUR
Imperial Washable Wallpapers
will give your home that fresh.
up-to-date look so quickly and
easily. See them today;
McGough Paint & Wallpaper Store
"The Complete Point Store"
N. Court Sq. P
hone 762
the easkA &mu,.
By no means; he's here and not a m
in-
ute too soon, to remind you that t
his is
your last chance to have your pre
-Easter
cleaning done ahead of the rush.
Remember the jam last spring? Some
say it will be even worse next time. 
We
hope not. But you won't have to wo
rry
about that if you take our tip and send 
or
bring us all of your spring cleaning NO
W!
Allow us plenty of time, and we can
still give you the kind of cleaning we've al-
ways been proud of giving — the kind of
cleaning that is good for your clothes.
Stooks
Station Plans New
Phenothiazine Feeder
A new phenothiaz
ine-salt feed-
er for sheep has r
ecently been
placed on the Agri
cultural Ex-
periment Station farm 
at Lex-
ington. An improved 
feature is
a movable bottom 
which makes
it easy to clean. It 
is 36 inches
long and was des
igned for a
one-ram flock of 40 e
wes or less.
Farmers with more 
than this
number of sheep w
ould need
Thursday, April 18, 19
more than one feeder.
Many farmers do not
good phenothiazine feeders
therefore fail to keep the wo
prevention mixture bOore
flocks from at least May
through September says a at.
ment from the Experiment
bon. Plans for the new f
may be had from the Station
Lexington or, through co
agents.
Everybody reads The Lead
CRPIT01 NOWSHOWING
GET READY
FOR Ammo
A Spine -Tingling .
Thundering Saga of
of the Mon Who
Wore "Expendabh1
ROBERT MOOTGOMERY • JOH
O IMRE
Jack Holt Donna Reed Wa
rd Bond
Please Note Show Schedule
For This Attraction!
MATINEE! OPEN, 2:30. FEAT
URE STARTS 3:00
NIGHT: OPEN, 6:45. FEATURE
S, 7:00 — 9:15
SATURDAY, APRIL 20 —
RIP SNORTING ACTION!
LAUGH PROVOKING HUMOR!
ROY ROGERS
•ft46i,„;LGANr HAM
MU EVANS ,
Plus These Added Units!
COLOR CARTOON — "THE S
ILVER STREAK"
"GLIMPSES OF OUR SOLDIE
R BOYS OVERSEAS"
NO. 4— "THE MONSTER AND TH
E APE"
SUN., MON., TUES., APR. 21 - 22 - 2 3
Added Enjoyment! . . .
MERRIE MELODY CARTOON —1,ITTLE 
BIG SH
M-G-M FEATURETTE —"SPREADIN' T
HE JAM"
PARAMOUNT WORLD NEWS
WED., APR. 24th —
Added!
EDGAR KENNEDY COMEDY
M-43-M PASSING PARADE
pm Baum NOVIIILVE
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! . • •
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